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In 2018 Alpinestars is ruling motocross and supercross the world over. In the United States
of America, Jason Anderson won his first Monster Energy Supercross Championship,
while Eli Tomac strung together his second consecutive AMA 450MX National
Championship. In the meantime, the three-time MX2 World Champion Jeffrey Herlings
was able to further bolster his legend by claiming his first MXGP World Championship.
Leading the world’s three elite championships in ‘18, Anderson, Tomac and Herlings have
all been triumphant in Alpinestars technical riding apparel, footwear and protection.
“Alpinestars defines protection in motocross,” says Jeffrey Herlings. “They always push
development to make things better for the riders and it’s an honor to use Alpinestars racing
gear. Alpinestars is the top brand in the motocross industry and I’m proud to be able to use
Alpinestars as my racing gear because it’s not only a very good looking brand, but also a
brand that provides great comfort and protection as well. I am a proud Alpinestars rider.”
56 years in the making, Alpinestars evolved into a motocross protective
company when a leather craftsman from Asolo, Italy, named Sante Mazzarolo
gleaned what he had taught himself from creating innovative hiking and ski
boots and incorporated his knowledge and experience into specialized,
purpose-built boots for motocross that were revolutionary for the time.
And just like the sport of motocross during the late 1960s, Alpinestars
grew and evolved at an astonishingly quick pace.

“I remember when Sante Mazzarolo first came to me with one of his first MX boots in the
early 1960s,” explains Roger DeCoster, a five-time Motocross World Champion who has
accomplished and done so much in the sport that today, even five decades after his first
world title in 1971, he is still simply referred to as ‘The Man’. “Sante had so much passion
and confidence about making the best boot possible! Now, almost 50 years later, it is
impressive to see what Alpinestars has accomplished in motocross and supercross. It
is probably not a coincidence that the top riders in the world like Herlings, Tomac and
Anderson are all in Alpinestars. Now, under the guidance of his son Gabriele, whose
intensity for quality and innovation supersedes that of his Dad, the company’s momentum
in making revolutionary new protection products is incredible. You know, for me, it feels
real good to have been a part of A-Stars in the early days of a brand that has become
synonymous with success in every category of motorsport from MX to Formula 1.”
The 2019 Alpinestars Motocross/Off-Road Collection is bristling with high performance
products, innovation and futuristic thinking all researched and developed by
Alpinestars’ world class riders. A racing company through and through, Alpinestars
goes to the starting gate every Saturday night or Sunday afternoon with absolute
pride and confidence in absolutely everything we do and anything that we create.
Like Jeffrey Herlings says, Alpinestars defines protection in motocross.
Alpinestars.
Top Athletes in the history of Motocross.
One Goal.
One Vision.
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The all new Supertech M10 helmet is the result of over five years of intensive
study, development and testing. Based on Alpinestars’ five decades of
p r o t e c t i o n d e v e l o p m e n t, w e s c r u t i n i z e d e v e r y p o s s i b l e a s p e c t t o e n g i n e e r a
helmet that is safer and more thoughtfully designed than anything else.
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Relentless innovation and a desire to protect every aspect of a rider. We strive
to provide the best level of protection possible for all of our riders. The Bionic
10 Carbon knee brace is ultra light and extremely supportive. Whether the
protection is worn inside or outside of your gear, Alpinestars has you covered.

H E L M E T S

META - ECE

·· Lightweight outer shell is constructed from technologically advanced
carbon in four sizes for best fitting. ECE 22/05 certifications.
·· Multiple density inner liner.
·· Fitted with E-2, latest generation of MIPS, integrated
low-friction layer designed to reduce rotational motion
transferred to the brain from angled impacts to the head.
·· Visor attached to helmet shell with patented system
that will allow easy release in case of crash.
·· Adjustable top pad height (Alpinestar’s patented A-Head system).
·· Maximized ventilation with 19 intakes and 5 exhaust ports.
·· Side shell shape coupled with soft EPP foam prevents
damage to collarbone in event of crash.
·· Emergency release and removable cheek pads, 3D contoured foam.
·· Removable comfort liner, anti-moisture and anti-bacterial fabrics.
·· Hydration prepared.
·· E-Ject prepared.

B L ACK G RAY YELLO W FLUO

830 0219 175 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

A N THRACI TE G RAY O RA N G E FLUO

B L ACK AQ U A ORANGE FLUO

830 0219 1441 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

830 0219 1174 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

H E L M E T S

25

SO LID - ECE

·· Lightweight outer shell is constructed from technologically advanced
carbon in four sizes for best fitting. ECE 22/05 certifications.
·· Multiple density inner liner.
·· Fitted with E-2, latest generation of MIPS, integrated
low-friction layer designed to reduce rotational motion
transferred to the brain from angled impacts to the head.
·· Visor attached to helmet shell with patented system
that will allow easy release in case of crash.
·· Adjustable top pad height (Alpinestar’s patented A-Head system).
·· Maximized ventilation with 19 intakes and 5 exhaust ports.
·· Side shell shape coupled with soft EPP foam prevents
damage to collarbone in event of crash.
·· Emergency release and removable cheek pads, 3D contoured foam.
·· Removable comfort liner, anti-moisture and anti-bacterial fabrics.
·· Hydration prepared.
·· E-Ject prepared.

B L ACK MATT CA RBO N

830 0119 1300 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

WHI TE G LO S S Y

830 0119 2180 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL
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H E L M E T S

DYN O - E CE

·· Lightweight outer shell is constructed from technologically advanced
carbon in four sizes for best fitting. ECE 22/05 certifications.
·· Multiple density inner liner.
·· Fitted with E-2, latest generation of MIPS, integrated
low-friction layer designed to reduce rotational motion
transferred to the brain from angled impacts to the head.
·· Visor attached to helmet shell with patented system
that will allow easy release in case of crash.
·· Adjustable top pad height (Alpinestar’s patented A-Head system).
·· Maximized ventilation with 19 intakes and 5 exhaust ports.
·· Side shell shape coupled with soft EPP foam prevents
damage to collarbone in event of crash.
·· Emergency release and removable cheek pads, 3D contoured foam.
·· Removable comfort liner, anti-moisture and anti-bacterial fabrics.
·· Hydration prepared.
·· E-Ject prepared.

RED WHI TE G LO S S Y

830 1019 3182 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

B L ACK MATT CA RBO N WHI TE

830 1019 1301 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

H E L M E T S
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SO LID - ECE

·· Lightweight outer shell is constructed from
technologically advanced composite materials in four
sizes for best fitting. ECE 22/05 certifications.
·· Multiple density inner liner.
·· Fitted with E-2, latest generation of MIPS, integrated
low-friction layer designed to reduce rotational motion
transferred to the brain from angled impacts to the head.
·· Visor attached to helmet shell with patented system
that will allow easy release in case of crash.
·· Adjustable top pad height (Alpinestar’s patented A-Head system).
·· Maximized ventilation with 19 intakes and 5 exhaust ports.
·· Side shell shape coupled with soft EPP foam prevents
damage to collarbone in event of crash.
·· Emergency release and removable cheek pads, 3D contoured foam.
·· Removable comfort liner, anti-moisture and anti-bacterial fabrics.
·· Hydration prepared.
·· E-Ject prepared.

28

H E L M E T S

BL ACK MATT
830 0519 110 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

B L ACK G LO S S Y

WHI TE GLOSSY

830 0519 1180 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

830 0519 2180 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

CON TACT - E CE

·· Lightweight outer shell is constructed from
technologically advanced composite materials in four
sizes for best fitting. ECE 22/05 certifications.
·· Multiple density inner liner.
·· Fitted with E-2, latest generation of MIPS, integrated
low-friction layer designed to reduce rotational motion
transferred to the brain from angled impacts to the head.
·· Visor attached to helmet shell with patented system
that will allow easy release in case of crash.
·· Adjustable top pad height (Alpinestar’s patented A-Head system).
·· Maximized ventilation with 19 intakes and 5 exhaust ports.
·· Side shell shape coupled with soft EPP foam prevents
damage to collarbone in event of crash.
·· Emergency release and removable cheek pads, 3D contoured foam.
·· Removable comfort liner, anti-moisture and anti-bacterial fabrics.
·· Hydration prepared.
·· E-Ject prepared.

S I LVER B L ACK

830 0619 191 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

LI G HT O RA N G E CO O L G RAY

DA RK RE D W HIT E

830 0619 410 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

830 0619 3032 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

H E L M E T S
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TR IPLE - ECE

·· Lightweight outer shell is constructed from
technologically advanced composite materials in four
sizes for best fitting. ECE 22/05 certifications.
·· Multiple density inner liner.
·· Fitted with E-2, latest generation of MIPS, integrated
low-friction layer designed to reduce rotational motion
transferred to the brain from angled impacts to the head.
·· Visor attached to helmet shell with patented system
that will allow easy release in case of crash.
·· Adjustable top pad height (Alpinestar’s patented A-Head system).
·· Maximized ventilation with 19 intakes and 5 exhaust ports.
·· Side shell shape coupled with soft EPP foam prevents
damage to collarbone in event of crash.
·· Emergency release and removable cheek pads, 3D contoured foam.
·· Removable comfort liner, anti-moisture and anti-bacterial fabrics.
·· Hydration prepared.
·· E-Ject prepared.

ORANGE MID GRAY BL ACK GLOSSY
830 1219 4184 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

RED WHI TE G LO S S Y

830 1219 3182 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL
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H E L M E T S

R AD IUM - E CE

·· Lightweight outer shell is constructed from
technologically advanced composite materials in four
sizes for best fitting. ECE 22/05 certifications.
·· Multiple density inner liner.
·· Fitted with E-2, latest generation of MIPS, integrated
low-friction layer designed to reduce rotational motion
transferred to the brain from angled impacts to the head.
·· Visor attached to helmet shell with patented system
that will allow easy release in case of crash.
·· Adjustable top pad height (Alpinestar’s patented A-Head system).
·· Maximized ventilation with 19 intakes and 5 exhaust ports.
·· Side shell shape coupled with soft EPP foam prevents
damage to collarbone in event of crash.
·· Emergency release and removable cheek pads, 3D contoured foam.
·· Removable comfort liner, anti-moisture and anti-bacterial fabrics.
·· Hydration prepared.
·· E-Ject prepared.

B L ACK MATT MI D G RAY TEA L

830 1419 1306 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

R ED F L U O BL ACK MI D G RAY G LO S S Y

WHI TE B L ACK MI D G RAY G LO S S Y

BL AC K M AT T M ID GRAY YE LLO W FLUO

830 1419 3183 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

830 1419 2182 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

830 1419 1305 | XS-S-M-L-XL-2XL

H E L M E T S
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A P P A R E L

SUP ERT E CH

JE R S E Y

·· Ultra-lightweight advanced fabric
main construction for moisturewicking and performance fit.
·· Jersey features a more fitted, lightweight design.
·· Chassis consists of stretch mesh chassis with
open mesh inserts on arms and side torso for
high levels of cooling airflow.
·· Innovative, fully floating arm construction
offers full freedom of movement.

·· Neck and sleeves feature fully tapewelded hems for reduced weight and
improved levels of comfort.
·· Pre-curved sleeves for maximum
comfort and performance.
·· Extended rear design helps
maintain perfect riding fit.
·· Sublimated fade-resistant graphics.

A N THRACI TE ORANGE FLUO

376 0719 1444 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

PA N T S

·· Meticulously designed to a new pattern fit
to keep pants perfectly positioned while
riding aggressively and to offer unrivalled
levels of movement and flexibility.
·· Main shell extensively constructed (80%)
from advanced stretch fabric for freedom
of movement. Textile fiber composition
specifically developed by Alpinestars to offer
high levels of mechanical properties, such
as strength, elasticity and durability.
·· Heavy (900 denier) reinforcements
on seat area provide seam strength,
durability and critical coverage.
·· Strategically positioned stretch mesh inserts offer
cooling comfort and freedom of movement.
·· Leather panels on inner leg provide heat

resistance, grip and comfort.
·· Ratchet waist closure system and waist
adjustments offer precise, personalized
and secure fit. Waist incorporates stretch
inserts for adaptive fit and comfort.
·· The front fly safety closure system features a
metal hook for additional security.
·· TPU reinforced knee area and on back for
lightweight abrasion resistance.
·· Welded hems on leg strength and
reduced weight. Leg cuffs also features
stretch insert for easy on and off.
·· Advanced poly-fabric mesh lining offer
comfort and internal cooling.
·· Interior brushed effect for excellent
skin-contact comfort.

A N THRACI TE ORANGE FLUO

372 0719 1444 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40
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A P P A R E L

R ED W H IT E

COOL GRAY BL AC K

376 0719 32 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

376 0719 901 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

R ED W H IT E

COOL GRAY BL AC K

372 0719 32 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

372 0719 901 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

A P P A R E L
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FACTORY

JE R S E Y

·· Extremely lightweight, vented poly-fabric
main chassis construction for moisturewicking and performance fit.
·· Perforated mesh inserts around collar for
excellent breathability, especially when
using Alpinestars BNS neck support.
·· Extended perforation inserts on side
torso and forearms for excellent airflow
and comfort.
·· Pre-curved sleeves for maximum
comfort and performance.

·· Extended rear for compatibility
with Alpinestars MX pants.
·· Comfort neck collar and raglan
construction for easy entry and exit.
·· Seamless collar and cuffs for
weight-saving and durability.
·· Wrist cuffs feature stretch inserts for
excellent fit and convenient in and out.
·· Sublimated fade-resistant graphics
in exciting new colorways.

WHI TE DA RK N AVY

RE D BURGUNDY

376 1019 270 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

376 1019 308 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

PA N T S

·· Multi-panel, poly-fabric construction with PU
coating for excellent strength and durability.
·· Innovative, strategically positioned
four-way stretch panels for freedom
of movement and riding fit.
·· Localized perforation zones allows
for cooling airflow and comfort.
·· Exclusive ‘Vector’ back panel provides
maximum comfort and flexibility when riding.
·· ‘Babel’ knee design features a pre-bent,
reinforced and padded 3D knee construction
with hidden stretch spandex expansion gusset
for excellent fit in the riding position.

38

A P P A R E L

·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the seat area
provides high levels of abrasion resistance.
·· Lightweight and ventilated mesh lining
with stretch panel insert for better fit in
riding position.
·· Leather panels on the inner leg provide
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
·· 3D injection molded rubber logos and
details for additional durability.
·· Silicon webbing on inner waist helps
keep garment in position.
·· Inner hip pocket for safe key/coin storage.

WHI TE DA RK N AVY

RE D BURGUNDY

372 1019 270 | 26 - 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

372 1019 308 | 26 - 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

BL AC K Y EL LO W F L UO

A NT HRAC IT E ORANGE FLUO

376 1019 155 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

376 1019 1444 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

BL AC K Y EL LO W F L UO

A NT HRAC IT E ORANGE FLUO

372 1019 155 | 26 - 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

372 1019 1444 | 26 - 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

A P P A R E L
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VENOM

JE R S E Y

·· Extremely lightweight, vented poly-fabric
main chassis construction for moisturewicking and performance fit.
·· Perforated mesh inserts around collar for
excellent breathability, especially when
using Alpinestars BNS neck support.
·· Extended perforation inserts on side
torso and forearms for excellent airflow
and comfort.
·· Pre-curved sleeves for maximum
comfort and performance.

·· Extended rear for compatibility
with Alpinestars MX pants.
·· Comfort neck collar and raglan
construction for easy entry and exit.
·· Seamless collar and cuffs for
weight-saving and durability.
·· Wrist cuffs feature stretch inserts for
excellent fit and convenient in and out.
·· Sublimated fade-resistant graphics
in exciting new colorways.

DA RK B LUE RED TA N G ERI N E

RE D W HIT E BLUE

376 0019 7340 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

376 0019 302 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

PA N T S

·· Multi-panel, poly-fabric construction with PU
coating for excellent strength and durability.
·· Innovative, strategically positioned
four-way stretch panels for freedom
of movement and riding fit.
·· Localized perforation zones allows
for cooling airflow and comfort.
·· Exclusive ‘Vector’ back panel provides
maximum comfort and flexibility when riding.
·· ‘Babel’ knee design features a pre-bent,
reinforced and padded 3D knee construction
with hidden stretch spandex expansion gusset
for excellent fit in the riding position.
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A P P A R E L

·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the seat area
provides high levels of abrasion resistance.
·· Lightweight and ventilated mesh lining
with stretch panel insert for better fit in
riding position.
·· Leather panels on the inner leg provide
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
·· 3D injection molded rubber logos and
details for additional durability.
·· Silicon webbing on inner waist helps
keep garment in position.
·· Inner hip pocket for safe key/coin storage.

DA RK B LUE RED TA N G ERI N E

RE D W HIT E BLUE

372 0019 7340 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

372 0019 302 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

BL AC K T U RQU OIS E BL UE

A N THRAC IT E GRAY ORANGE FLUO

376 0019 1777 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

376 0019 1441 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

BL AC K T U RQU OIS E BL UE

A N THRAC IT E GRAY ORANGE FLUO

372 0019 1777 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

372 0019 1441 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

A P P A R E L
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G R APHIT E

JE R S E Y

·· Extremely lightweight, vented poly-fabric
main chassis construction for moisturewicking and performance fit.
·· Perforated mesh inserts around collar for
excellent breathability, especially when
using Alpinestars BNS neck support.
·· Extended perforation inserts on side
torso and forearms for excellent airflow
and comfort.
·· Pre-curved sleeves for maximum
comfort and performance.

·· Extended rear for compatibility
with Alpinestars MX pants.
·· Comfort neck collar and raglan
construction for easy entry and exit.
·· Seamless collar and cuffs for
weight-saving and durability.
·· Wrist cuffs feature stretch inserts for
excellent fit and convenient in and out.
·· Sublimated fade-resistant graphics
in exciting new colorways.

B L ACK A N THRACI TE

376 0919 104 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

PA N T S

·· Multi-panel, poly-fabric construction with PU
coating for excellent strength and durability.
·· Innovative, strategically positioned
four-way stretch panels for freedom
of movement and riding fit.
·· Localized perforation zones allows
for cooling airflow and comfort.
·· Exclusive ‘Vector’ back panel provides
maximum comfort and flexibility when riding.
·· ‘Babel’ knee design features a pre-bent,
reinforced and padded 3D knee construction
with hidden stretch spandex expansion gusset
for excellent fit in the riding position.

·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the seat area
provides high levels of abrasion resistance.
·· Lightweight and ventilated mesh lining
with stretch panel insert for better fit in
riding position.
·· Leather panels on the inner leg provide
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
·· 3D injection molded rubber logos and
details for additional durability.
·· Silicon webbing on inner waist helps
keep garment in position.
·· Inner hip pocket for safe key/coin storage.

B L ACK A N THRACI TE

372 0919 104 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40
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A P P A R E L
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ATOMIC

JE R S E Y

·· Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.
·· Cut longer in the rear area for compatibility
with Alpinestars MX pants.

·· Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.
·· Fade resistant sublimated graphics.
·· Fitted wrist cuffs for optimized fit.
B L ACK YELLO W FLUO G RAY

376 2019 1511 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

PA N T S

·· Advanced four-way stretch main construction for
freedom of movement with a race-derived fit.
·· Soft stretch back panel from the upper
thigh to the bottom of the leg provides
increased comfort and flexibility.
·· Internal comfort liner made of an extensive
lightweight mesh with stretch panel
inserts for improved feel and function.
·· Pre-curved, ergonomic leg construction for
improved performance in the riding position.
·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the

··
··
··
··
··

seat area and inner leg panels provides
superior abrasion resistance.
Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
Innovative 3D knee construction and expansion
panel designed to accommodate knee protectors.
3D injection molded rubber logos for durability.
Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for safe, personalized fit.
Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

B L ACK YELLO W FLUO G RAY

372 2019 1511 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40
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A P P A R E L

R ED DA R K NAV Y BL U E

CO O L GRAY M ID BLUE ORANGE FLUO

376 2019 3077 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

376 2019 9074 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

R ED DA R K NAV Y BL U E

CO O L GRAY M ID BLUE ORANGE FLUO

372 2019 3077 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

372 2019 9074 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

A P P A R E L
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COMPA S S

JE R S E Y

·· Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.
·· Cut longer in the rear area for compatibility
with Alpinestars MX pants.

·· Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.
·· Fade resistant sublimated graphics.
·· Fitted wrist cuffs for optimized fit.
B L ACK MI D G RAY TE AL

376 2119 1197 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

PA N T S

·· Advanced four-way stretch main construction for
freedom of movement with a race-derived fit.
·· Soft stretch back panel from the upper
thigh to the bottom of the leg provides
increased comfort and flexibility.
·· Internal comfort liner made of an extensive
lightweight mesh with stretch panel
inserts for improved feel and function.
·· Pre-curved, ergonomic leg construction for
improved performance in the riding position.
·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the

··
··
··
··
··

seat area and inner leg panels provides
superior abrasion resistance.
Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
Innovative 3D knee construction and expansion
panel designed to accommodate knee protectors.
3D injection molded rubber logos for durability.
Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for safe, personalized fit.
Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

B L ACK MI D G RAY TE AL

372 2119 1197 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40
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A P P A R E L

DA RK N AVY MI D B LUE B URG UN DY

376 2119 7738 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

DA RK N AVY MI D B LUE B URG UN DY

372 2119 7738 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

A P P A R E L
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BR A AP

JE R S E Y

·· Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.
·· Cut longer in the rear area for compatibility
with Alpinestars MX pants.

·· Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.
·· Fade resistant sublimated graphics.
·· Fitted wrist cuffs for optimized fit.
CO O L G RAY DA RK N AVY TEA L

376 1419 9077 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

PA N T S

·· Durable poly-fabric/nylon construction that is PU
coated for additional strength and durability.
·· Soft stretch back panel from the upper
thigh to the bottom of the leg provides
increased comfort and flexibility.
·· Internal comfort liner made of an extensive
lightweight mesh with stretch panel
inserts for improved feel and function.
·· Pre-curved, ergonomic leg construction for
improved performance in the riding position.
·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the

··
··
··
··
··

seat area and inner leg panels provides
superior abrasion resistance.
Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
Innovative 3D knee construction and expansion
panel designed to accommodate knee protectors.
3D injection molded rubber logos for durability.
Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for safe, personalized fit.
Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

CO O L G RAY DA RK N AVY TEA L

372 1419 9077 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40
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A P P A R E L

B LU E WH I TE RED

BL ACK RED WHI TE

A N THRACI TE O RA N G E FLUO S A N D

PE T ROL TAN M AROON

376 1419 723 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

376 1419 132 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

376 1419 1449 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

376 1419 7078 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

B LU E WH I TE RED

BL ACK RED WHI TE

A N THRACI TE O RA N G E FLUO S A N D

PE T ROL TAN M AROON

372 1419 723 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

372 1419 132 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

372 1419 1449 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

372 1419 7078 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

A P P A R E L
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SUP ERMAT IC

JE R S E Y

·· Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.
·· Cut longer in the rear area for compatibility
with Alpinestars MX pants.

·· Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.
·· Fade resistant sublimated graphics.
·· Fitted wrist cuffs for optimized fit.
LI G HT G RAY O RA N G E FLUO B L ACK

376 1519 9041 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

PA N T S

·· Durable poly-fabric/nylon construction that is PU
coated for additional strength and durability.
·· Soft stretch back panel from the upper
thigh to the bottom of the leg provides
increased comfort and flexibility.
·· Internal comfort liner made of an extensive
lightweight mesh with stretch panel
inserts for improved feel and function.
·· Pre-curved, ergonomic leg construction for
improved performance in the riding position.
·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the

··
··
··
··
··

seat area and inner leg panels provides
superior abrasion resistance.
Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
Innovative 3D knee construction and expansion
panel designed to accommodate knee protectors.
3D injection molded rubber logos for durability.
Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for safe, personalized fit.
Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

LI G HT G RAY O RA N G E FLUO B L ACK

372 1519 9041 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

56

A P P A R E L

DA R K NAV Y T EA L W H IT E

RED B L ACK WHI TE

376 1519 7720 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

376 1519 312 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

DA R K NAV Y T EA L W H IT E

RED B L ACK WHI TE

372 1519 7720 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

372 1519 312 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

A P P A R E L

57

FL AGS HIP

JE R S E Y

·· Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.
·· Cut longer in the rear area for compatibility
with Alpinestars MX pants.

·· Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.
·· Fade resistant sublimated graphics.
·· Fitted wrist cuffs for optimized fit.
MI D G RAY A N THRACI TE O RA N G E FLUO

PA N T S

·· Durable poly-fabric/nylon construction that is PU
coated for additional strength and durability.
·· Soft stretch back panel from the upper
thigh to the bottom of the leg provides
increased comfort and flexibility.
·· Internal comfort liner made of an extensive
lightweight mesh with stretch panel
inserts for improved feel and function.
·· Pre-curved, ergonomic leg construction for
improved performance in the riding position.
·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the

376 1319 964 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

··
··
··
··
··

seat area and inner leg panels provides
superior abrasion resistance.
Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
Innovative 3D knee construction and expansion
panel designed to accommodate knee protectors.
3D injection molded rubber logos for durability.
Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for safe, personalized fit.
Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

MI D G RAY A N THRACI TE O RA N G E FLUO

372 1319 964 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

58

A P P A R E L

DAR K NAV Y BL U E R ED

I N D I G O DA RK N AVY P I N K FLUO

376 1319 7730 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

376 1319 7739 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

DAR K NAV Y BL U E R ED

I N D I G O DA RK N AVY P I N K FLUO

372 1319 7730 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

372 1319 7739 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

A P P A R E L

59

G R APHIT E & TACTI CA L

JE R S E Y

·· Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.
·· Cut longer in the rear area for compatibility
with Alpinestars MX pants.

·· Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.
·· Fade resistant sublimated graphics.
·· Fitted wrist cuffs for optimized fit.
G RA P HI TE - B L ACK A N THRACI TE

376 2319 104 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

PA N T S

·· Durable poly-fabric/nylon construction that is PU
coated for additional strength and durability.
·· Soft stretch back panel from the upper
thigh to the bottom of the leg provides
increased comfort and flexibility.
·· Internal comfort liner made of an extensive
lightweight mesh with stretch panel
inserts for improved feel and function.
·· Pre-curved, ergonomic leg construction for
improved performance in the riding position.
·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the

··
··
··
··
··

seat area and inner leg panels provides
superior abrasion resistance.
Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
Innovative 3D knee construction and expansion
panel designed to accommodate knee protectors.
3D injection molded rubber logos for durability.
Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for safe, personalized fit.
Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

G RA P HI TE - B L ACK A N THRACI TE

372 2319 104 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

62

A P P A R E L

TACTI CA L - B L AC K M IL ITA RY GR EEN

TACTI CA L - B L ACK G RAY B URG UN DY

376 1219 1608 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

376 1219 1138 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

TACTI CA L - BL AC K GR EEN CA M O

TACTI CA L - B L ACK G RAY CA MO B URG UN DY

372 1219 9006 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

372 1219 9008 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40

A P P A R E L

63

V ENT U R E- R J AC K ET
·· Rip-stop Nylon and Polyester fabric construction with WR
treatment for excellent abrasion and water resistence.
·· Zippered air intake vents are strategically positioned for
optimized airflow when opened, 2 zippered air out-take on back.
·· 2 front hand cargo pockets.
·· 1 waterproof chest zippered pocket.
·· Large back utility pocket.
·· Cuff adjustment closure system.
·· Elbow and shoulder PU film reinforcement.

·· Stretch panel on forearms to increase flexibility and movement.
·· Slim collar construction with stretch main fabric
and microfiber comfort inner lining.
·· BNS loops fastening.
·· Pre-curved sleeves construction reduces riding fatigue.
·· Detachable sleeves allow the jacket to be worn as a vest.
·· Inner water bladder compartment.
·· Inner pockets.
·· Microfiber comfort edge on collar and cuffs.

B LUE B L ACK

370 3019 713 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

B L ACK RED

370 3019 13 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

66

A P P A R E L

SESS ION RACE J ACKE T
·· Multi-material shell construction: wind breaker
softshell with WR treatment fabric to increase
comfort, thermal capability and water resistance.
·· Zippered air intake vents are strategically positioned
for optimized airflow when opened.
·· 2 front hand pockets.
·· 1 chest zippered pocket.
·· Cuff adjustment closure system.

S ES S ION R AC E V EST
·· Elbow PU film reinforcement.
·· Slim collar construction with stretch main fabric
and microfiber comfort inner lining.
·· Pre-curved sleeves construction reduces riding fatigue.
·· Detachable sleeves allow the jacket to be worn as a vest.
·· Inner pockets.
·· Microfiber comfort edge on collar and cuffs.

·· Multi-material shell construction: wind breaker softshell
with WR treatment fabric to increase comfort, thermal
capability and water resistance on the body.
·· 2 front hand pockets.
·· 1 chest zippered pocket.

·· Slim collar construction with stretch main fabric
and microfiber comfort inner lining.
·· Inner pockets.
·· Microfiber comfort edge on collar and cuffs.

BL AC K R ED

B L ACK RED

370 3519 13 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

475 3519 13 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

BL AC K R ED

B LUE B L ACK

ORANGE FLUO BL AC K

370 3519 13 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

475 3519 713 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

475 3519 451 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

A P P A R E L

67

VENT URE- R

JE R S E Y

·· Multi-material poly-fabric construction:
durable rip-stop fabric on exposed areas
increase durability, vented mesh strategically
placed to maximize breathability.

·· Elbow and shoulder PU film reinforcement.
·· Pre-curved sleeves construction
reduces riding fatigue.
B L ACK B LUE

376 3019 17 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

PA N T S

·· Rip-stop nylon and polyester fabric construction
for excellent abrasion resistence.
·· Extended stretch area on crotch, knee and rear
yoke for excellent fit and riding comfort.
·· Zippered air intake vents are strategically
positioned for optimized airflow when opened.
·· WR treatment

·· Knee PU film reinforcement.
·· Stretch panel on calf to increase
flexibility and movement.
·· Pre-curved knee construction
reduces riding fatigue.
·· Lightweight, ventilated mesh liner
for superior riding comfort.

B L ACK

372 3019 10 | 28 - 30 - 32 - 36 - 38 - 40
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A P P A R E L

OR A NGE F L U O BL AC K

B L ACK RED

376 3019 451 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

376 3019 13 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

A P P A R E L

69

G L O V E S

TECH STAR GLO VE

AV IATOR GLO V E

·· Embossed stretch cuff and strap closure.
·· Synthetic suede palm with tape insert to
maximize durability when pulled.
·· Rolling palm on backhand for a better feel.
·· Padding zone on palm for better comfort.
·· Localized perforation on palm for better breathability.

··
··
··
··
··
··

Sublimated logo on backhand.
Thumb and index reinforcement patch for durability and abrasion.
Stretch fourchettes and stretch insert on palm to increase comfort.
Stretch on knuckle area and TPR knuckle.
Protective TPR insert on fingers and strap.
Stretch gussets on finger to increase flexibility.

··
··
··
··

Light MX glove.
Synthetic suede palm.
Full PU Laser lamination on backhand for better durability.
Laser lamination on palm and fingers for better grip.

··
··
··
··

Short neoprene cuff.
Rolling palm on index finger and side for better durability.
Localized perforation to increase breathability.
Stretch mesh on fourchettes.

BL AC K W H IT E

A N THRACI TE O RANGE FLUO

356 1019 12 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 0319 1444 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

R E D B U RG U N DY

Y EL LO W F L UO B L ACK

RED B URG UN DY

ANT HRAC IT E BL AC K

356 1019 308 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 1019 551 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 0319 308 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 0319 141 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

B L ACK TU RQ U O I SE BL U E

DA R K BL U E R ED TA N G ERI N E

CO O L G RAY B L ACK

DA RK B LUE WHIT E

YE LLO W FLUO BL AC K

356 1019 1777 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 1019 7340 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 0319 901 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 0319 772 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 0319 551 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

G L O V E S
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R AC EF E N D GLO VE
··
··
··
··
··
··

72

NEO GLO V E

Embossed neoprene cuff and strap closure.
Synthetic suede palm.
Rolling palm on backhand and index.
1 mm padding on palm for comfort.
Localized perforation on palm for better breathability.
Sublimated logo on backhand.

··
··
··
··
··

Short cuff.
Thumb and patch reinforcement for durability.
Stretch fourchettes.
Neoprene on knuckle area with TPR logo.
TPR ASTARS logo on backhand and strap.

··
··
··
··
··

Windbreaker fabric on backhand.
Stretch fourchette panels are windproof.
Strap closure TPR puller for better grip.
Synthetic suede palm.
Rolling palm on backhand.

··
··
··
··
··

Localized perforation on palm for better breathability.
Sublimated graphic on backhand.
Short cuff.
Thumb and palm patches reinforcement for durability.
TPR Puller to help entrance into the glove.

W H IT E R ED BL U E

B LUE RED

356 3519 237 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 5518 730 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

R E D B L ACK

OR A NGE F L UO B L ACK

B L ACK WHIT E

356 3519 31 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 3519 451 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 5518 12 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

Y E LLO W F LU O B L AC K

Y EL LO W F L UO B LUE

O RA N G E FLUO DA RK B LUE

YE LLO W FLUO BL AC K

356 3519 551 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 3519 557 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 5518 470 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 5518 551 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

G L O V E S

R ADA R GLO VE
··
··
··
··
··

Strap closure.
Synthetic suede palm.
Rolling palm on backhand and index.
Localized perforation on palm for better breathability.
Sublimated graphic on backhand.

··
··
··
··

Short cuff.
Thumb patch reinforcement for durability.
Puller to help entrance into the glove.
Stretch fourchettes.

YELLO W FLUO G RAY

356 1819 511 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

R ED BL AC K

B L ACK O RA N G E FLUO

B LUE RED WHI TE

MI D G RAY BL AC K BURGUNDY

356 1819 31 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 1819 156 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 1819 732 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 1819 978 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

BL AC K T EA L

BL AC K M ID G RAY

P ETRO L MA RO O N

DA RK N AVY P I N K FLUO

COOL GRAY BLUE ORANGE FLUO

356 1819 1170 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 1819 1190 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 1819 7079 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 1819 7139 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 1819 9074 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

G L O V E S
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DU NE GLO VE
··
··
··
··

74

YOU T H R A DA R GLO V E

Neoprene slip-in cuff synthetic suede palm.
Rolling palm on backhand and index.
Localized perforation on palm for better breathability.
Sublimated logo on backhand.

··
··
··
··

Short cuff.
Thumb and palm patches reinforcement for durability.
Stretch fourchettes.
Silicon print on figer tips for better grip.

··
··
··
··
··

Strap closure.
Synthetic suede palm.
Rolling palm on backhand and index.
Localized perforation on palm for better breathability.
Sublimated graphic on backhand.

··
··
··
··

Short cuff.
Thumb patch reinforcement for durability.
Puller to help entrance into the glove.
Stretch fourchettes.

R ED

RED B L ACK

356 2519 30 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

354 1819 31 | 3XS - 2XS - XS - S - M - L

B L ACK

Y EL LO W FLUO

O RA N G E FLUO B L ACK

YE LLO W FLUO BL AC K

356 2519 10 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 2519 55 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

354 1819 451 | 3XS - 2XS - XS - S - M - L

354 1819 551 | 3XS - 2XS - XS - S - M - L

B LU E

OR A NGE F L U O

TEA L

B L ACK MI D G RAY

BLUE W HIT E RE D

356 2519 70 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 2519 440 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 2519 770 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

354 1819 1190 | 3XS - 2XS - XS - S - M - L

354 1819 723 | 3XS - 2XS - XS - S - M - L

G L O V E S

V ENTURE R GLO VE
··
··
··
··
··

M EGA W AT T GLO V E

Off-road glove.
Synthetic suede palm.
Padded side reinforcement patch.
PU Laser lamination on backhand for better protection.
GRIP laser lamination on palm and fingers for better grip.

··
··
··
··

Short cuff.
2 mm padding on fingers.
Extended ergonomic stretch insert on palm.
Mesh inserts and localized palm perforation
for better breathability.
·· Thumb and palm patches reinforcement for durability.

·· Top hand constructed from perforated leather
and stretch polyamide for optimum levels of
comfort, durability and breathability.
·· Durable and hard-wearing synthetic suede on palm and thumb.
·· Reinforced thumb and palm for durability and comfort.
·· Alpinestars unique polymer hard-knuckle protector
for superior impact and abrasion resistance.
·· Suede reinforcements with foam padding on the palm

provide abrasion resistance in key impact zones.
·· Thumb and palm reinforcement for a superior grip.
·· Pre-curved finger construction reduces rider
fatigue and offers improved comfort.
·· Silicon printing on finger tips to improve grip against the bar.
·· Hook and loop grip cuff closure for easy
glove entry and secure closure.
·· Available in international sizes S-3XL.

BL AC K OR A NGE F L U O

B L ACK A N THRAC IT E

356 3019 156 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 5018 1056 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

B L ACK WH I TE

BL U E Y EL LO W FLUO

B L ACK

BL AC K ORANGE FLUO

356 3019 12 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 3019 7050 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL

356 5018 10 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

356 3019 156 | S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL

G L O V E S
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P R O T E C T I O N

BI O NIC- 1 0 CARBO N KN E E B R ACE
·· Knee protector - EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1.
·· Structural hybrid frames are constructed from a composite over-injected
with a high performance fiber reinforced polymer which provides optimal
structural integrity and support while being ultra-lightweight.
·· The Bionic-10 Carbon Knee Brace comes in 4 different
sizes: S, M, L and XL/2XL for perfect fitment.
·· The asymmetric frame design ensures a wide range of unique
leg shape compatibility and a perfect fit.
·· Slim ergonomic design offers a high level of riding comfort during dynamic movement.
·· The open structure and perforated areas promote maximum ventilation.

·· Extremely stable slim-design 4-point hinge system
perfectly follows the articulation of the knee.
·· Hinge system incorporates easily exchangeable extension stops (0, 5, 10, 15,
20, 25 and 30 degrees) which reduces the risk of sustaining injuries to:
·· The medial and lateral collateral ligament
·· The anterior and posterior cruciate ligament
·· The lateral and medial meniscus
·· New patent pending lightweight and highly ventilated double-wall kneecup system offers strong impact force dispersion and absorption while
ensuring maximum coverage area in all riding positions.

·· The ergonomically sculptured triple segment knee cup is designed for
flexibility and adaptivity and constructed from a double density polymer
solution for high impact force dispersion on rigid external shell and
energy absorption on semi-rigid internal shell structure.
·· The knee cup is accurately secured in place by an innovative integrative
mechanical guiding system that keeps the knee cup in correct
position while providing controlled freedom of movement.
·· The newly developed Calf Frame strap system holds braces perfectly in position
and avoids slipping down when rider is in action and extreme movement.
·· The two calf straps are linked with a semi-rigid C-shaped connector that
dynamically shapes towards the dimension change of the calf muscle.

BL AC K R ED R IGH T

BL AC K RE D LE FT

650 0319 13 | S-M-L-XL/2XL

650 0419 13 | S-M-L-XL/2XL

STR AP SE T

EX T ENS ION STOP S ET

S NA P BU C K L ES S ET

CA LF FRA ME S ET

S I D E PA D D I N G S ET

FRA ME PADDING SE T

BIONIC 10 ST IC KE R SE T

6952119 10 BLACK / OS

6952019 19 SILVER / OS

6952319 30 RED /OS

6952219 10 BLACK / OS

6952519 10 BLACK / OS

6952419 10 BLACK / OS

6952619 132 BLACK RED WHITE / OS
P R O T E C T I O N
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BI O NIC- 7 K N E E BR ACE SE T
·· Knee protector - EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1.
·· Structural hybrid frames are constructed from a composite over-injected
with a high performance fiber reinforced polymer which provides optimal
structural integrity and support while being ultra-lightweight.
·· The Bionic-7 Knee Brace comes in 4 different sizes: S, M, L and XL/2XL for perfect fitment.
·· The asymmetric frame design ensures a wide range of unique
leg shape compatibility and a perfect fit.
·· Slim ergonomic design offers a high level of riding comfort during dynamic movement.
·· The open structure and perforated areas promote maximum ventilation.

·· Extremely stable slim-design 4-point hinge system
perfectly follows the articulation of the knee.
·· Hinge system incorporates easily exchangeable extension stops (0, 5, 10, 15,
20, 25 and 30 degrees) which reduces the risk of sustaining injuries to:
·· The medial and lateral collateral ligament
·· The anterior and posterior cruciate ligament
·· The lateral and medial meniscus
·· New patent pending lightweight and highly ventilated double-wall kneecup system offers strong impact force dispersion and absorption while

ensuring maximum coverage area in all riding positions.
·· The ergonomically sculptured triple segment knee cup is designed
for flexibility and adaptivity. It is constructed from a double density
polymer solution for high impact force dispersion on rigid external shell
and energy absorption on semi-rigid internal shell structure.
·· The knee cup is accurately secured in place by an innovative integrative
mechanical guiding system that keeps the knee cup in correct
position while providing controlled freedom of movement.

S I LVER YELLO W FLUO

650 1319 195 | S-M-L-XL/2XL

B ION IC 1 0 STI CKE R SE T

EX T ENS ION STOP S ET

S NAP B UCK LES S ET

S I D E PA D D I N G S ET

FRA ME PA D D I N G SE T

ST RAP SE T

6952719 158 BLACK YELLOW FLUO WHITE / OS

6952019 19 SILVER / OS

6952319 56 YELLOW FLUO / OS

6952519 10 BLACK / OS

6952419 10 BLACK / OS

6952119 10 BLACK / OS

82

P R O T E C T I O N

SX-1 KN EE GU ARD
·· Knee protector - EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1.
·· Extremely lightweight knee protection with large protective area for riders
looking for most breathable and lightweight solutions on all riding styles.
·· Upper and lower frames are constructed from a high performance polymeric material blend
for optimized levels of flexibility and strength as well as excellent weight saving properties.
·· Polymer protector plates are strategically perforated for
maximum breathability and air ventilation.
·· The upper and lower frame integrated dual pivot hinge gear system follows the natural

movement of the knee and keeps the protector well positioned during all movements.
·· Upper extended frame for increased thigh protection without compromising mobility.
·· Innovative knee cup system features ‘floating’ protection cup for
continuous coverage and mobility regardless of leg position.
·· Knee cup system constructed from energy absorbing
viscoelastic PU foam that is CE certified to Type A.
·· Knee cup system is backed by soft padding for adaptive fit and
breathable air mesh for ventilation and comfort.

·· High abrasion resistant fabric with an over-injected TPU frame structure
on outer central knee cup area to improve impact performance.
·· Thermoformed foam backing for excellent comfort against the skin.
·· Frames are asymmetrical and feature a slim, ergonomic
design for comfort and performance fit.
·· Hook and loop dual strap closure system with silicon Pull Tabs
for easy in and out and a personalized, safe fit.
·· Available in sizes: S/M – L/XL – 2XL.

W HIT E BL AC K

650 6316 21
S-M / L-XL / 2XL

YE LLO W
B L ACK A N THRACI TE

650 6316 104 | S-M / L-XL / 2XL

650 6316 553
S-M / L-XL / 2XL

P R O T E C T I O N
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P R O T E C T I O N

BNS T E CH- 2
·· Category 2 PPE - CE certified under EU Regulation 2016/425.
·· Complete new design and technical evolution including new lightweight
rear section, chest padding and updated chin-plate design.
·· Structural integrity and frame strength against heavy impact energies during a crash.
·· Ultra-lightweight performance and comfort while riding.
·· Reduced weight with no compromise on strength and rigidity.
·· Resilience to low temperatures, below 0°C.

·· Designed to provide a customizable, secure and personalized fit with the SAS
(Size Adapter System) for a versatile fitment in size ranges XS-M and L-XL.
·· The Lycra®-laminated foam padding kits are adaptable and the interchangeable
EVA foam pads allow compatibility with body protection systems.
·· The lightweight Strap System can be worn over or under the jersey.
·· Incorporates a bio-organic engineering design for superb ergonomics: the
rear stabilizer promotes PFR (Progressive Force Relief) and dissipates energy
loads by transmitting them across the back and shoulders and away from

spine (thoracic vertebrae), and is connected to the frames via pivot key.
·· Frame construction promotes improved contact with helmet during impact –
including rear support edge that fits closer to the body, extra width to account
for different helmet sizes and raised chest to reduce hyper-flexion.
·· Innovative quick-release locking system for rapid and efficient
fitting/removal offers secure and convenient closure.
·· Compressed EVA foam compound padding to distribute the impact
force over the widest area, yet remain lightweight.

W E I GHT | 7 38g

B L ACK YELLO W FLUO

650 0019 155 | XS/M - L/XL

B N S X-STR A PS

BNS A - ST R A P

S IZ E A DA P T ER K I T F O R B N S

B N S CLO S URE S YSTEM

ATTACHMEN T P L ATE
F O R B N S TECH-2

6950214 10 BLACK / XS/M - L /XL

6700214 114 ANTHRACITE / OS

6951314 10 BLACK /XS/M - L/XL

6951414 12 BLACK WHITE / OS

6950019 10 BLACK / OS

CHI N P L ATE F OR BNS T E C H-2

6951019 155
BLACK YELLOW FLUO / OS

SOFT INSE RT PAD SE T
F OR BNS T E C H-2

6951219 10 BLACK / OS
P R O T E C T I O N
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86

SEQUEN CE ELBO W PROTE CTO R

S EQU ENC E K NEE P ROT EC TOR

·· Elbow protector - EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1.
·· Designed to provide maximum protection on high impacts
and to cover a high protection area. The plastic shell
construction provides high force dispersion while the
integrated grid pattern is designed to absorb high energies.
·· All components are engineered to offer a highly reduced
material construction to create a protector that is
extremely lightweight, slim and highly ventilated.
·· Technical elastane stretch mesh main construction
is highly breathable and retains shape and structure,
while keeping the protector close to the body for
highly effective protection performance.
·· Plastic shell design incorporates innovative integrated grid
structure which, during an impact, absorbs and dissipates
the energy forces across its cellular structure.

·· Knee protector - EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1.
·· Designed to provide maximum protection on high impacts
and to cover a high protection area. The plastic shell
construction provides high force dispersion while the
integrated grid pattern is designed to absorb high energies.
·· All components are engineered to offer a highly reduced
material construction to create a protector that is
extremely lightweight, slim and highly ventilated.
·· Technical elastane stretch mesh main construction
is highly breathable and retains shape and structure,
while keeping the protector close to the body for
highly effective protection performance.
·· Plastic shell design incorporates innovative integrated grid
structure which, during an impact, absorbs and dissipates

P R O T E C T I O N

·· Constructed from an injected polymer performance blend for
optimized flexibility and excellent weight saving properties. This
protector incorporates a strategically positioned viscoelastic cup
insert to protect joint extremity and help promote improved fit.
·· Ergonomically contoured to follow the natural
curvature of the body and feature air channeling to
improve airflow and prevent heat build-up.
·· Elbow protector shell features an additional soft TPR section
for extra coverage and to help keep the protector in position.
·· All plastic shells are mounted on padded perforated panels
which offer an enhanced fit and skin-touch comfort.
·· Dual strap hook and loop grip closure system offers
secure fitment of protection while allowing for unrestricted
freedom of movement. Straps include silicone pull
tabs for convenient closing while wearing gloves.

the energy forces across its cellular structure.
·· Constructed from an injected polymer performance blend for
optimized flexibility and excellent weight saving properties. This
protector incorporates a strategically positioned viscoelastic cup
insert to protect joint extremity and help promote improved fit.
·· Ergonomically contoured to follow the natural
curvature of the body and feature air channeling to
improve airflow and prevent heat build-up.
·· All plastic shells are mounted on padded perforated panels
which offer an enhanced fit and skin-touch comfort.
·· Dual strap hook and loop grip closure system offers
secure fitment of protection while allowing for unrestricted
freedom of movement. Straps include silicone pull
tabs for convenient closing while wearing gloves.

A NT H R AC IT E Y EL LO W F L U O

A N THRACI TE YELLO W FLUO

650 2518 145 | S/M, L/XL, 2XL

650 2618 145 | S/M, L/XL, 2XL

B L ACK RED

BL AC K RE D

650 2518 13 | S/M, L/XL, 2XL

650 2618 13 | S/M, L/XL, 2XL

BI O NIC PLUS E LBO W PROTE CTO R

BIONIC P L U S K NEE P ROT EC TOR

·· Elbow protector - EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1.
·· CE-certified protection systems utilizing robust protective
structures and impact absorption padding.
·· Highly ergonomic design improves streamlining while
providing crucial protection for MX and off-road riding.
·· Double closure system on elbow protectors specially designed
to offer more comfort and adjustment, with top strap mounted
above the elbow and lower strap positioned for ergonomic fit.

·· Knee protector - EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1.
·· CE-certified protection systems utilizing robust protective
structures and impact absorption padding.
·· Highly ergonomic design improves streamlining while
providing crucial protection for MX and off-road riding.
·· Asymmetrical and lightweight ergonomic panel construction
offers extended protection surfaces to reduce rotation.

·· Asymmetrical and lightweight ergonomic panel construction
offers extended protection surfaces to reduce rotation.
·· Vented outer shell and 3D mesh material give
comfort to the rider, preventing heat build-up
while maintaining tactile contact with skin.
·· Designed with a flexion channel through the shell
that allows the shell to bend with the elbow.

·· Double strap closure system on knee protectors specially designed
to offer more comfort and adjustment, with top strap mounted
above the knee and lower strap positioned for ergonomic fit.
·· Vented outer shell and 3D mesh material give
comfort to the rider, preventing heat build-up
while maintaining tactile contact with skin.
·· Designed with a flexion channel through the shell
that allows the shell to bend with the knee.

BL AC K

B L ACK

650 6119 10 | S/M, L/XL

650 6219 10 | S/M, L/XL

P R O T E C T I O N
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A-10 F ULL CHEST PROTE CTO R
··
··
··
··

Back protector - EN 1621-2:2014 Level 2.
Chest protector - prEN 1621-3:2016 Level 2 (Full chest).
Shoulder protectors - EN 1621-1:2012 Level 2.
Back and chest protectors feature embedded grid technology under
the shells which absorbs and dissipates impacts forces.
·· Grid technology cell system enables greater flexibility and air ventilation while
allowing for significantly reduced weight. Protector plates are CE certified:
·· Plastic shells are constructed from a high performance polymeric material

blend for optimized flexibility and excellent weight saving properties.
·· Plastic shells feature perforation zones and air channelling
for excellent breathability and ventilation.
·· Modular design to allow for addition of BNS neck support.
·· Removable back puck for BNS compatibility.
·· Removable upper front panel for BNS compatibility.
·· Silicon BNS pull tabs for convenient and safe engagement of the BNS.
·· Modular design means the protector can be worn in various configurations

allowing rider to use it in different riding situations and environments.
·· Removable EVA padding on biceps with a locking system on the shoulder
pad keeps the shoulder protector in the correct position.
·· Thermoformed padded chassis for maximum comfort and personalised, close-to-the-body fit.
·· Side adjustable kidney belt allows for various fit sizes and ensures
protection remains close the body at all times.
·· Features Alpinestars quick release attachment system for convenient in and out.
·· Comes in international sizes XS/S –M/L – XL/2XL.

A N THRACI TE B L ACK RED

670 0517 1431 | XS-S / M-L / XL-2XL

W HIT E BL AC K RE D

670 0517 213
XS-S / M-L / XL-2XL
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A-10 CHE ST PROT E CTO R
·· Back protector - EN 1621-2:2014 Level 2.
·· Chest protector - prEN 1621-3:2016 Level 2 (Full chest).
·· Back and chest protectors feature embedded grid technology
under the shells which absorbs and dissipates impacts forces.
·· Grid technology cell system enables greater flexibility
and air ventilation while allowing for significantly
reduced weight. Protector plates are CE certified:
·· Plastic shells are constructed from a high performance
polymeric material blend for optimized flexibility
and excellent weight saving properties.
·· Plastic shells feature perforation zones and air channelling
for excellent breathability and ventilation.
·· Modular design to allow for addition of BNS neck support.
·· Removable back Puck for BNS compatibility.

A - 4 C H EST P ROT EC TOR
·· Removable upper front panel for BNS compatibility.
·· Silicon BNS pull tabs for convenient and
safe engagement of the BNS.
·· Modular design means the protector can be worn
in various configurations allowing rider to use it in
different riding situations and environments.
·· Thermoformed padded chassis for maximum comfort
and personalised, close-to-the-body fit.
·· Side adjustable kidney belt allows for various fit sizes and
ensures protection remains close the body at all times.
·· Features Alpinestars quick release attachment
system for convenient in and out.
·· Comes in international sizes XS/S –M/L – XL/2XL.

·· Stone shield - EN 14021:2003.
·· Back protector - EN 1621-2:2014 Level 1.
·· Stone shield and back protectors are constructed
from a high performance poly-material blend for
optimized flexibility and excellent weight saving.
·· The protector plastic shells are perforated for
maximum breathability and cooling ventilation.
·· Adjustable elastic strap incorporates thermoformed
perforated rib protection panels for high levels of
protection without compromising movement.
·· Elastic closure system features a newly designed, quick and
easy-to-use buckles that fit a broad range of rider body types.

W H IT E BL AC K R ED

B L ACK A N THRACI TE

670 0717 213 | XS - S / M - L / XL - 2XL

670 1517 104 | XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL

·· Thermoformed padded chassis for optimized levels
of comfort and close-to-the-body fit.
·· Modular design means A-4 is optimized
for use with BNS neck braces.
·· Removable back puck for BNS neck support compatibility.
·· Silicon BNS pull tabs for easy and safe engagement of the BNS.
·· Removable and adjustable shoulder pads for size
regulation with integrated BNS silicon pull tab.
·· Additional thermoformed EVA tail extension for
extended coverage to the coccyx area.
·· Comes in international sizes XS/S –M/L – XL/2XL.

W HIT E BL AC K RE D

670 1517 213
XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL
P R O T E C T I O N
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BI O NIC CHE ST PROTE CTO R
··
··
··
··

··
··
··
··
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Back protector - EN 1621-2:2014 Level 1.
Chest protector - prEN 1621-3:2016 Level 1 (Full chest).
Shoulder protectors - EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1.
Chest and back protector plastic shells are constructed from
a high performance polymeric material blend for optimized
flexibility and excellent weight saving properties.
Plastic shells feature perforation zones and air channeling
for excellent breathability and ventilation.
Removable back puck for BNS compatibility.
Silicon BNS pull tab for convenient and safe engagement of the BNS.
Modular design means protector can be worn in

P R O T E C T I O N

S EQU ENC E C H EST P ROT EC TOR

··
··
··

··

various configurations allowing the rider to use it in
different riding situations and environments.
Thermoformed padded chassis and side offers superb rider
comfort whilst also protecting the lower ribs against injury.
Side adjustable kidney belt allows for various fit sizes and
ensures protection remains close to the body at all times.
The front side wings are connected to the main chest
protector with three bridge fixings allowing the wings to
move independently and take the shape of the body.
The shoulder protectors are adjustable to allow for different
shoulder widths and can also be removed if required.

·· Back protector - EN 1621-2:2014 Level 1.
·· Stone shield - EN 14021:2003.
·· Soft shells are constructed from a high performance lightweight
thermoformed material blend that is soft and flexible yet
offers the same level of protection as a hard shell protector.
·· Shells feature perforation zones and air channeling
for excellent breathability and ventilation.
·· Thermoformed textile used for the construction are highly

abrasion resistant and will not easily get scratched.
·· Constructed with a soft 3D mesh on the body side of the
protector that offers extra comfort and breathability.
·· Removable back puck for BNS compatibility.
·· Silicon BNS pull tab for convenient and
safe engagement of the BNS.
·· Thermoformed padded chassis for maximum comfort.

BL AC K R ED

A N THRACI TE RE D

6700019 13 | XS / S - M / L - XL / 2XL

670 1819 143 | XS / S - M / L - XL / 2XL

A-1 ROOST GU ARD
·· Stone shield - EN 14021:2003.
·· Stone shield and back protectors are constructed
from a high performance poly-material blend for
optimized flexibility and excellent weight saving.
·· The protector plastic shells are perforated for
maximum breathability and cooling ventilation.
·· Adjustable elastic closure system features a
newly designed, quick and easy-to-use buckles
that fit a broad range of rider body types.
·· Thermoformed padded chassis for optimized levels
of comfort and close-to-the-body fit.

S AT U R N K IDNEY BELT
·· Modular design means A-1 is optimized
for use with BNS neck braces.
·· Removable back puck for BNS neck support compatibility.
·· Silicon BNS pull tabs for easy and safe engagement of the BNS.
·· Removable and adjustable shoulder pads for size
regulation with integrated BNS silicon pull tab.
·· Innovative integrated Y-strap system for modular use of
back protector with fast and convenient mounting.
·· Available in sizes: M/L – XL/2XL.

·· Ergonomically designed for maximum stability
around the waist and lower back.
·· Lightweight and flexible construction.

·· Reinforced TPR main panel.
·· Waist straps with mesh insert for ventilation.
·· Dual hook and loop closure on the waist offers a precise fit.

B L ACK WHI T E

650 4612 12 | OS

S EQU ENC E K IDNEY BELT
·· Ergonomically designed for maximum stability
around the waist and lower back.
·· Lightweight and flexible lower back shell construction
provides the perfect balance of support, impact protection
and flexibility for highest comfort when riding.

·· The TPR CELL structure of the main panel is flexible to allow the
ease of movement. The properties of the CELL structure mean the
belt is also highly breathable and allows for maximum airflow.
·· Perforations in the waist straps, back main elastic bands and the
3D mesh behind the main CELL structure provide extra ventilation.

B L ACK AN TH R ACI T E

670 0116 104 | M/L - XL/2XL

A STAR W A SH E R

695 3516 10

W HI TE B L ACK RED

670 0116 213
M/L - XL/2XL

B L ACK

650 4619 10 | XS/L – XL/4XL

P R O T E C T I O N
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SEQUEN CE PRO SH O RTS
·· Multi-panel, body-mapped design fits under pants for
additional coverage and compression fit support.
·· Constructed from technical elastane stretch mesh
main shell for breathability and flex fit.
·· Strategically positioned thermoformed foam padding
incorporates vents for high levels of cooling airflow.

94
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BIONIC F R EER IDE S H ORT S
·· Perforated viscoelastic inserts on upper thigh
and hip for additional coverage and fit.
·· New multi-density chamois padding is ergonomically designed
for various riding positions and unrestricted movement. Padding
features air channeling on the inner side for breathability.
·· Elastized waist and silicone lower hem helps keep shorts in position.

·· Lycra® and mesh base construction.
·· Ventilated foam padding on hip, thigh and tailbone areas.

·· Hard PU inserts reinforce the thigh and tailbone areas
for additional impact and abrasion resistance.

BL AC K R ED

B L ACK RED

650 7718 13 | S-2XL

650 707 13 | S-2XL

BI O NIC T ECH J ACKE T
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Elbow and shoulder protectors - EN 1621-1:2012 / Level 1.
Back protector - EN 1621-2:2014 / Level 2.
Chest protector - prEN 1621-3:2013 / Level 2.
Shoulder and elbow PU foam protectors feature a soft formulation
and channelling design for more flexibility and airflow.
The chest and back protectors feature Grid technology under the outer plastic shells
that make the product lighter and improves the breathability and air ventilation.
Silicon BNS pull tabs for an easy and safe engagement with the BNS.
Features an adjustable kidney belt system.
Highly versatile, modular and customizable fit for different forms of off-road riding
is made possible by the removable back protector and back puck, the removable

comfort padding; the v-strap kidney belt and the Cross Lacing Sleeve (CLS).
·· Innovative cross lacing system (CLS) for securing sleeves features
elastic cord and breathable microfibers to give lightweight and highly
customizable fit. CLS significantly reduces risk of arm pump.
·· Innovative chest protector backed by technical, EVA shock absorbing
material which molds to the rider’s body shape.
·· Premium, CE certified shoulder and elbow protectors systems feature:
thermoformed 3D poly padding for comfort and shock absorption; dual
protector cup for excellent flexibility and range of movement.
·· Protector cups are asymmetric to offer extended protection surfaces, which are
contoured to ensure a close fit to keep the protection located and reduce rotation.
·· Detachable back protector can be removed to further enhance

ventilation capabilities or adapted to accommodate BNS.
·· Chest and back protectors are constructed from a high performance polymer
blend for optimized flexibility and excellent weight saving properties.
·· The protector plastic shells are vented and channelled to
improve airflow and prevent heat build-up.
·· Technical, elastane stretch mesh main construction is highly breathable and retains shape.
·· Strategically positioned Cordura panels for durability and abrasion resistance.
·· All components engineered for a reduced material construction garment
that is extremely lightweight, slim and highly ventilated.
·· Convenient silicon BNS pull tabs on shoulders for secure fitment of Alpinestars BNS.
·· Premium, auto-locking YKK zips on main frontal closure and detachable sleeves.

B L ACK WHI TE RED

650 6516 123 | S - 2XL

P R O T E C T I O N
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SEQUEN CE PROT E CTI O N J ACKE T LO N G SL EEV E
··
··
··
··

Back protector - EN 1621-2:2014 Level 1.
Chest protector - prEN 1621-3:2016 Level 1.
Shoulder and elbow protectors - EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1.
The back protector is constructed from a high performance polymeric material

blend for optimized flexibility and excellent weight saving properties.
·· The chest, back, shoulder and elbow protectors are highly
perforated for maximum breathability and ventilation.
·· Ergonomic protectors contour to the natural curve of the

B L ACK

650 5619 10 | S - 2XL
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back ensuring optimum fit while riding.
·· Silicon BNS pull tabs for an easy and safe engagement of the BNS.
·· Adjustable and removable elastic belt.

SEQUEN CE PROT E CTI O N J ACKE T SH O RT S L EEV E
·· Back protector - EN 1621-2:2014 Level 1.
·· Chest protector - prEN 1621-3:2016 Level 1.
·· Shoulder protector - EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1.

·· The back protector is constructed from a high performance polymeric material
blend for optimized flexibility and excellent weight saving properties.
·· The chest, back and shoulder protectors are highly perforated
for maximum breathability and ventilation.

·· Ergonomic protectors contour to the natural curve of the
back ensuring optimum fit while riding.
·· Silicon BNS pull tabs for an easy and safe engagement of the BNS.
·· Adjustable and removable elastic belt.

B L ACK

650 5719 10 | S - 2XL

P R O T E C T I O N
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BI O NIC PRO J ACK E T
·· Elbow and shoulder protectors - EN 1621-1:2012 / Level 1.
·· Back protector - EN 1621-2:2014 / Level 2.
·· The back protectors feature Grid technology under the outer plastic shells that
makes the product lighter and improves the breathability and air ventilation.
·· Shoulder and elbow PU foam protectors feature a soft formulation
and channelling design for more flexibility and airflow.
·· Silicon BNS pull tab for an easy and safe engagement of the BNS.

·· Removable upper chest panel and back puck accommodate fitment of Alpinestars BNS.
·· Slim-fitting, highly breathable elastane stretch mesh main construction
incorporating extensive Cordura paneling for durability and abrasion resistance.
·· Reduced material construction on underarms and arms for ventilation and weight saving.
·· Integrated chest and back protectors are constructed from a robust
polymer blend for optimized flexibility and excellent weight saving.
·· Cordura textile finish is stitch mounted onto jacket for styling, stability and durability

B L ACK RED WHI TE

650 6616 132 | S - 2XL
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and is reinforced by thermoformed 3D poly padding for comfort and shock absorption.
·· Slim-lined shoulder and elbow protectors offer excellent
levels of resistance against shock and abrasion.
·· Premium, auto-locking YKK zips utilized for main frontal
closure and features a convenient zip garage.
·· Thermoformed padding on kidney areas for comfort and secure fit.

BI O NIC PLUS J AC KE T
·· Elbow and shoulder protectors - EN 1621-1:2012 / Level 1.
·· Back protector - EN 1621-2:2014 / Level 1.
·· Perforated back protectors feature triple-layer EVA
compound padding for good shock absorption.
·· Shoulder and elbow protectors feature softer formulation PU

foams for excellent ventilation and flexibility.
·· Silicon BNS pull tabs for an easy and safe engagement of the BNS.
·· Technical, elastane stretch mesh main construction is highly breathable and retains shape.
·· Reduced material construction on underarms and arms for ventilation and weight saving.

·· Slim lined elbow protectors provide excellent impact protection
and are asymmetric to offer optimized left/right fit.
·· Removable upper chest and back puck accommodate fitment of Alpinestars BNS.
·· Thermoformed chest and kidney protector padding.
·· Premium, auto-locking YKK zips on main frontal closure and on detachable sleeves.

B L ACK RED WHI TE

650 6716 132 | S - 2XL

P R O T E C T I O N
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BI O NIC ACT ION J ACKE T
··
··
··
··

Elbow and shoulder protectors - EN 1621-1:2012 / Level 1.
Back protector - EN 1621-2:2014 / Level 1.
Chest protector - prEN 1621-3 / Level 2.
Back protector developed in three waist to shoulder
dimension in order to cover all the body size.
·· All protectors are constructed from a high performance polymeric material
blend for optimized flexibility and excellent weight-saving properties.

·· All protectors are highly perforated for maximum breathability and air ventilation.
·· Single injected compound shells constructed with a back integrated
grid structure which absorbs and dissipates impact forces.
·· Shells are vented and channeled to improve airflow and prevent heat build-up.
·· Protectors are ergonomically contoured to the natural curve of the back ensuring optimum
fit while riding. Back protector segments lock to lessen overextension of the back.
·· Removable upper back puck for BNS compatibility.

B L ACK RED

650 6818 13 | S-2XL
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··
··
··
··
··
··

Silicon BNS pull tabs for convenient and safe engagement of the BNS.
Shoulder and elbow straps for a customized fit.
Kidney belt to tighten the back protector to the back.
New technical elastane main construction is highly breathable and retains shape.
Premium auto-locking YKK zips on main frontal closure.
Comfort thermoformed padding on the shoulder.

STELL A B ION IC J ACKE T
··
··
··
··

Stone shield - EN 14021:2003.
Elbow and shoulder protectors - EN 1621-1:2012 / Level 1.
Back protector - EN 1621-2:2014 / Level 2.
Back protector features grid technology which provides
enhanced weight saving and ventilation

·· Special ergonomic design for the female form.
·· Shoulder and elbow PU foam protectors feature a soft
formulation for superior ventilation and flexibility.
·· Silicon BNS pull tabs for an easy and safe engagement with the BNS.
·· Elastic kidney belt system for an optimum fit.

·· Removable back puck accommodates fitment of Alpinestars BNS.
·· Premium, auto-locking YKK zips on main frontal closure and
detachable sleeves to ensure secure fitting.

B L ACK P URP LE

651 6016 1360 | S - L

P R O T E C T I O N
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T E C H L A Y E R S
& S O C K S

104

TEC H TOP LON G SLE E VE SU M M E R

T EC H PA NT S

·· Ultra-lightweight, technical base layer anatomically
optimized to be worn under outer garments.
·· Comfortable moisture-wicking fiber aids all-round
body temperature control and performance.
·· Fully body-mapped with strategically positioned

·· Ultra-lightweight, technical base layer anatomically
optimized to be worn under outer garments.
·· Comfortable moisture-wicking fiber aids all-round
body temperature control and performance.
·· Fully body-mapped with strategically positioned

T E C H

L A Y E R S

open mesh inserts for ventilation.
·· Seamless tubular construction allows for
performance compression fit.
·· Flat-lock ergonomic seams allow unrestricted
movement and an enhanced range of motion.

open mesh inserts for ventilation.
·· Seamless tubular construction allows for
performance compression fit.
·· Flat-lock ergonomic seams allow unrestricted
movement and an enhanced range of motion.

BL AC K R ED

B L ACK RED

175 0217 13 | XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL

175 4019 13 | XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL

TEC H TOP S HORT SLE E VE SU M M E R

S K U L L CA P BEA NIE

·· Ultra-lightweight, technical base layer anatomically
optimized to be worn under outer garments.
·· Comfortable moisture-wicking fiber aids all-round
body temperature control and performance.
·· Fully body-mapped with strategically positioned
open mesh inserts for ventilation.
·· Seamless tubular construction allows
for performance compression fit.
·· Flat-lock ergonomic seams allow unrestricted
movement and an enhanced range of motion.

··
··
··
··
··

Breathable and quick dry materials.
Mesh panels for ventilation.
Ergonomic fit from top of head to ear.
Flatlock seams for better feel and comfort.
Reflective logo printing.

BL AC K RED

B L ACK

175 1017 13 | XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL

475 827 10 | OS

TANK S UMMER
·· Ergonomically designed for maximum stability
across lumbar spine and lower back.
·· Lightweight and flexible lower back shell
construction provides the perfect balance
of support, impact protection and flexibility
for highest comfort when riding.
·· The TPR CELL structure of the main panel is
flexible to allow the ease of movement and
owing to the nature of the Cell Structure it is
also highl breathability and maximum airflow.
·· Perforations in the Waist Straps, back main
elastic bands and the 3d mesh behind the main
CELL structure provides extra ventilation.

BL AC K RED

175 2017 13 | XS/S - M/L - XL/2XL
T E C H

L A Y E R S
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KNEE B RACE S OCKS

M X LONG S OC K S

·· Specifically designed to fit underneath knee brace or protector.
·· Upper part constructed from Lycra® and mesh for
breathability and comfortable compression fit.
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S O C K S

·· Elasticated edging with silicon print helps keep sock positioned.
·· Socks Constructed from poly-fabric for breathability
and comfortable compression fit.

·· Specifically designed to fit underneath knee brace or protector.
·· Constructed from poly-fabric and perforated areas for

breathability and comfortable compression fit.
·· Elasticated edging with silicon print helps keep sock positioned.

R ED BL AC K GR AY

B L ACK RED

470 1015 311 | S-M / L-2XL

470 5015 13 | S-M / L-2XL

TEC H COOLMAX® SO CKS
·· Constructed from technical Coolmax®
material to keep feet cool and dry.
·· Elasticated cuff prevents slippage and reduces material bunching.
·· Arch support band for improved performance fit and comfort.

P RO COOL M A X ® S OC K S
·· Density cushioning on heel, toe, insole, Achilles
area and shin for comfort and durability.
·· Knee length sizing for maximum coverage.
·· Anti-bacterial, non-odorous.

·· Constructed from technical Coolmax®
material to keep feet cool and dry.
·· Nostatex® sole for excellent moisture-wicking and breathability.
·· Elasticated cuff prevents slippage and reduces material bunching.
·· Arch and calf support bands for improved

performance fit and comfort.
·· Density cushioning on heel, toe, insole and
Achilles area for comfort and durability.
·· Knee length sizing for maximum coverage.
·· Anti-bacterial, non-odorous.

GR AY B L ACK G R E E N

R ED BL AC K GR AY

G RAY B L ACK

B L ACK G RAY RED

BL AC K GRAY ORANGE

470 2114 916 | S / M - L / 2XL

470 2114 311 | S / M - L / 2XL

470 2114 107 | S / M - L / 2XL

470 2014 131 | S / M - L / 2XL

470 2014 174 | S / M - L / 2XL

S O C K S
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Y O U T H

YO UT H RACER VE N O M

JE R S E Y

·· Specially designed and developed
for an optimized youth fit.
·· Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.
·· Cut longer in the rear area for compatibility

with Alpinestars MX pants.
·· Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.
·· Fade-resistant sublimated graphics.
·· Fitted wrist cuff.

RED WHI TE B LUE

377 0019 302 | S - M - L - XL
PA N T S

·· Specially designed and developed
for an optimized youth fit.
·· Durable poly-fabric/nylon construction that is
PU coated for additional strength and durability.
·· Soft stretch back panel from the upper
thigh to the bottom of the leg provides
increased comfort and flexibility.
·· Internal comfort liner made of an extensive
lightweight mesh with stretch panel
inserts for improved feel and function.
·· Pre-curved, ergonomic leg construction for
improved performance in the riding position.

·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the
seat area and inner leg panels provides
superior abrasion resistance.
·· Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
·· Innovative 3D knee construction and expansion
panel designed to accommodate knee protectors.
·· 3D injection molded rubber logos for durability.
·· Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for safe, personalized fit.
·· Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

RED WHI TE B LUE

374 0019 302 | 22 - 24 - 26 - 28
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Y O U T H

YO UT H RACER FACTO RY

JE R S E Y

·· Specially designed and developed
for an optimized youth fit.
·· Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.
·· Cut longer in the rear area for compatibility

with Alpinestars MX pants.
·· Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.
·· Fade-resistant sublimated graphics.
·· Fitted wrist cuff.

B L ACK YELLO W FLUO

377 1019 155 | S - M - L - XL
PA N T S

·· Specially designed and developed
for an optimized youth fit.
·· Durable poly-fabric/nylon construction that is
PU coated for additional strength and durability.
·· Soft stretch back panel from the upper
thigh to the bottom of the leg provides
increased comfort and flexibility.
·· Internal comfort liner made of an extensive
lightweight mesh with stretch panel
inserts for improved feel and function.
·· Pre-curved, ergonomic leg construction for
improved performance in the riding position.

·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the
seat area and inner leg panels provides
superior abrasion resistance.
·· Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
·· Innovative 3D knee construction and expansion
panel designed to accommodate knee protectors.
·· 3D injection molded rubber logos for durability.
·· Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for safe, personalized fit.
·· Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

B L ACK YELLO W FLUO

374 1019 155 | 22 - 24 - 26 - 28

Y O U T H
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YO UT H RACER B R A AP

JE R S E Y

·· Specially designed and developed
for an optimized youth fit.
·· Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.
·· Cut longer in the rear area for compatibility

with Alpinestars MX pants.
·· Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.
·· Fade-resistant sublimated graphics.
·· Fitted wrist cuff.

A N THRACI TE O RA N G E FLUO

BLUE YE LLO W FLUO

377 1419 1444 | S - M - L - XL

377 1419 7050 | S - M - L - XL

PA N T S

·· Specially designed and developed
for an optimized youth fit.
·· Durable poly-fabric/nylon construction that is
PU coated for additional strength and durability.
·· Soft stretch back panel from the upper
thigh to the bottom of the leg provides
increased comfort and flexibility.
·· Internal comfort liner made of an extensive
lightweight mesh with stretch panel
inserts for improved feel and function.
·· Pre-curved, ergonomic leg construction for
improved performance in the riding position.
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Y O U T H

·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the
seat area and inner leg panels provides
superior abrasion resistance.
·· Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
·· Innovative 3D knee construction and expansion
panel designed to accommodate knee protectors.
·· 3D injection molded rubber logos for durability.
·· Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for safe, personalized fit.
·· Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

A N THRACI TE O RA N G E FLUO

BLUE YE LLO W FLUO

374 1419 1444 | 22 - 24 - 26 - 28

374 1419 7050 | 22 - 24 - 26 - 28

YO UT H RACER S UPE R M ATI C

JE R S E Y

·· Specially designed and developed
for an optimized youth fit.
·· Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.
·· Cut longer in the rear area for compatibility

with Alpinestars MX pants.
·· Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.
·· Fade-resistant sublimated graphics.
·· Fitted wrist cuff.

LI G HT G RAY O RA N G E FLUO B L ACK

377 1519 9041 | S - M - L - XL

PA N T S

·· Specially designed and developed
for an optimized youth fit.
·· Durable poly-fabric/nylon construction that is
PU coated for additional strength and durability.
·· Soft stretch back panel from the upper
thigh to the bottom of the leg provides
increased comfort and flexibility.
·· Internal comfort liner made of an extensive
lightweight mesh with stretch panel
inserts for improved feel and function.
·· Pre-curved, ergonomic leg construction for
improved performance in the riding position.

·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the
seat area and inner leg panels provides
superior abrasion resistance.
·· Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
·· Innovative 3D knee construction and expansion
panel designed to accommodate knee protectors.
·· 3D injection molded rubber logos for durability.
·· Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for safe, personalized fit.
·· Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

LI G HT G RAY O RA N G E FLUO B L ACK

374 1519 9041 | 22 - 24 - 26 - 28

Y O U T H
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YO UT H RACER GR A PH I TE

JE R S E Y

·· Specially designed and developed
for an optimized youth fit.
·· Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.
·· Cut longer in the rear area for compatibility

with Alpinestars MX pants.
·· Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.
·· Fade-resistant sublimated graphics.
·· Fitted wrist cuff.

B L ACK A N THRACI TE

377 0919 104 | S - M - L - XL
PA N T S

·· Specially designed and developed
for an optimized youth fit.
·· Durable poly-fabric/nylon construction that is
PU coated for additional strength and durability.
·· Soft stretch back panel from the upper
thigh to the bottom of the leg provides
increased comfort and flexibility.
·· Internal comfort liner made of an extensive
lightweight mesh with stretch panel
inserts for improved feel and function.
·· Pre-curved, ergonomic leg construction for
improved performance in the riding position.

·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the
seat area and inner leg panels provides
superior abrasion resistance.
·· Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
·· Innovative 3D knee construction and expansion
panel designed to accommodate knee protectors.
·· 3D injection molded rubber logos for durability.
·· Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for safe, personalized fit.
·· Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

B L ACK A N THRACI TE

374 0919 104 | 22 - 24 - 26 - 28
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YO UT H RACER TACTI CA L

JE R S E Y

·· Specially designed and developed
for an optimized youth fit.
·· Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.
·· Cut longer in the rear area for compatibility

with Alpinestars MX pants.
·· Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.
·· Fade-resistant sublimated graphics.
·· Fitted wrist cuff.

B L ACK G RAY RED FLUO

377 1219 1130 | S - M - L - XL
PA N T S

·· Specially designed and developed
for an optimized youth fit.
·· Durable poly-fabric/nylon construction that is
PU coated for additional strength and durability.
·· Soft stretch back panel from the upper
thigh to the bottom of the leg provides
increased comfort and flexibility.
·· Internal comfort liner made of an extensive
lightweight mesh with stretch panel
inserts for improved feel and function.
·· Pre-curved, ergonomic leg construction for
improved performance in the riding position.

·· Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the
seat area and inner leg panels provides
superior abrasion resistance.
·· Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
·· Innovative 3D knee construction and expansion
panel designed to accommodate knee protectors.
·· 3D injection molded rubber logos for durability.
·· Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for safe, personalized fit.
·· Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

B L ACK G RAY RED FLUO

374 1219 9003 | 22 - 24 - 26 - 28

Y O U T H
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YOUTH B ION IC ACTI O N J ACKE T

A - 5 S YOU T H BODY A R M OU R

··
··
··
··

··
··
··
··

··

··

··
··
··

Elbow and shoulder protectors - EN 1621-1:2012 / Level 1.
Back protector - EN 1621-2:2014 / Level 1.
Chest protector - prEN 1621-3 / Level 2.
New lightweight protection jacket with high
adjustability and maximum breathability.
All components are engineered to offer a highly
reduced material construction for a garment that is
extremely lightweight, slim and highly ventilated.
Technical elastane stretch mesh main construction
is highly breathable and retains shape and structure,
while keeping plates close to the body.
Versatile and customizable fit with removable upper back and
front panel for compatibility with Youth Neck Support (YNS).
Soft touch YNS puller for convenient and
secure engagement of the YNS.
Plate design incorporates innovative integrated grid
structure which, during an impact, absorbs and dissipates
the energy forces across its cellular structure.

·· All panel shells (back, chest, elbows and shoulder) are
constructed from an injected polymer performance blend for
optimized flexibility and excellent weight saving properties.
·· Plates are ergonomically contoured to follow the
natural curvature of the body and feature air channeling
to improve airflow and prevent heat build-up.
·· Back protector feature three articulated plates to allow for
greater flexibility and adaptive back fit in all riding positions.
Plates ‘interlock’ in the event of a crash to help reduce risk
of injury to the spine area. Back protector is developed in
two waist-to-shoulder dimensions in order to cover all the
KIDS/YOUTH body sizes from 6–10 and from 10-14 years.
·· Thermoformed foam collar and shoulder for comfort and structure.
·· All plates are mounted on PE padded panels which are
highly perforated to offer fit and skin-touch comfort.
·· Elastic kidney with TPR belt system for improved
ergonomics and a customized, secure fit.
·· Premium auto-locking YKK zips for main front
closure, plus zip garage for improved comfort.

Y O U T H

optimized flexibility and excellent weight saving properties.
·· Plates are ergonomically contoured to follow the
natural curvature of the body and feature air channeling
to improve airflow and prevent heat build-up.
·· Wide lateral protective structure for secure fitting of jacket.
·· Soft bio foam padded chassis for maximum comfort
and personalized, close-to-the-body fit.
·· Side adjustable kidney belt allows for various fit sizes and
ensures protection remains close the body at all times.
·· Back removable section to accommodate
Alpinestars’ new Youth Neck Support.
·· Adjustable shoulder straps for close, customizable fit.

BL AC K R ED

B L ACK RED

654 6818 13 | S/M – L/XL

674 0518 13 | S/M – L/XL

EA S Y INTEG RATIO N WITH
THE YO UTH NEC K S UP P O RT
AND S EQ UENC E YO UTH NEC K RO LL
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Shoulder protectors - EN 1621-1:2012 / Level 1.
Back protector - EN 1621-2:2014 / Level 1.
Chest protector - prEN 1621-3 / Level 2.
Protector shells are ergonomically optimized for youth
and smaller framed riders. Highly protective, lightweight
and easy-to-use kids/youth body armor designed to
incorporate Alpinestars new Youth Neck Support.
·· Plate design incorporates innovative integrated grid structure
which, during an impact, absorbs and dissipates the energy
forces across its cellular structure. Shells are highly
perforated for maximum breathability and air ventilation.
·· All panel shells (back, front, elbows and shoulder) are
constructed from an injected polymer performance blend for

E A S Y I NT E GR AT I O N W IT H
T HE YO UT H NE CK SU P P ORT
A N D S E Q UE N CE YO UT H N E C K ROL L

YOUTH N ECK S UPPO RT

S EQU ENC E YOU T H NEC K ROL L

·· CE certified - Cat 2 PPE 89/686/EEC.
·· Designed and developed for a fit that is
specific to a youth rider’s anatomy.
·· Frame constructed from injected polymer compound that
has been extensively impact tested at performance on a
range of off-road surface and varying temperatures.
·· Frame has been ergonomically engineered to promote
contact with the helmet during impact – including rear
support edge that fits closer to the body and raised chest to
avoid hyper-flexion injuries - thus providing a solid surface
which instantly channels damaging, compressive impact
energy away from the neck and on to the support.
·· Frame’s anatomical profile promotes positive helmet contact in
event of a crash while allowing rider freedom of movement.
·· Rear stabilizer system helps keeps support in position

··

··
··

··

and is also designed to channel extreme energy loads
away from the spine by transmitting it across the
shoulder and helping to avoid serious spinal injury.
Ultra-lightweight EVA foam on the support’s underside
for comfort and positioning and to distribute the
impact force over the widest possible area.
A new closure system for convenient engagement of support
and to facilitate quick removal in case of emergency.
The support is supplied with the easy-to-use
strap system which allows use over or under the
jersey to secure the device on the rider.
The Youth Neck Support can be easily integrated
with the A-5S Youth Body Armour to ramp up a
young rider’s overall protective coverage.

·· New hybrid children’s neck protection with
extended tail for position stability.
·· Ergonomic designed and engineered shape to fit
kids from 6-10 yrs. and from 10-14 yrs.
·· Double density core is made from a soft PU foam base
embedding a hard layer EVA for energy dissipation.
·· Bottom and internal soft section (neck side) provides comfort for
the shoulders and neck, a hard section on the upper part to give

stability and provides force distribution when the helmet impacts.
·· Easy to use soft strap closure on the front part.
·· Highly compatible with all other Alpinestars
protectors and jackets.
·· External cover can be removed for washing by
hook and loop grip opening on the rear.

BL AC K Y EL LO W F L U O

BL AC K RE D

654 0118 155 | OS

674 1018 13 | S/M – L/XL

EA S Y INTEG RATIO N WITH
THE YO UTH BIO NIC AC TIO N J AC KET
AND A-5 S YO UTH BO DY ARMO UR

E A S Y IN T E G RAT ION W IT H
T HE YO UT H B ION IC AC T ION J AC K E T
A N D A - 5 S YOU T H BODY A RM OU R

Y O U T H
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SX-1 YOUT H K N E E PROTE CTO R

BIONIC P L U S YOU T H EL BO W P ROTECTO R

·· Knee protector - EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1.
·· Extremely lightweight knee protection with large
protective area for riders looking for most breathable
and lightweight solutions on all riding styles.
·· Upper and lower frames are constructed from a high performance
polymeric material blend for optimized levels of flexibility
and strength as well as excellent weight saving properties.
·· Polymer upper and lower frames are strategically perforated
for maximum breathability and air ventilation.
·· The protector plastic shell integrated dual pivot hinge gear
system follows the natural movement of the knee and keeps
the protector well positioned in all riding positions.
·· Upper extended frame for increased thigh
protection without compromising mobility.

·· Elbow protector - EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1.
·· CE-certified protection systems utilizing robust protective
structures and impact absorption padding.
·· Highly ergonomic design improves streamlining while
providing crucial protection for MX and off-road riding.
·· Double closure system on Elbow Protectors specially designed
to offer more comfort and adjustment, with top strap mounted
above the elbow and lower strap positioned for ergonomic fit.

Y O U T H

·· Innovative knee cup system construction features
‘floating’ protection cup for continuous coverage
and mobility, regardless of leg position.
·· Knee cup system is constructed from energy absorbing
viscoelastic PU foam that is backed by soft padding for an
adaptive fit with breathable air mesh for ventilation and comfort.
·· High abrasion resistant fabric on the outer central knee
cup area reduces the possibility of scratching.
·· Thermoformed foam backing for excellent
comfort against the skin.
·· Frames are asymmetrical and feature a slim, ergonomic
design for comfort and performance fit.
·· Hook and loop dual strap closure system with silicon Pull
Tabs for easy in and out and a personalized, safe fit.

·· Asymmetrical and lightweight ergonomic panel construction
offers extended protection surfaces to reduce rotation.
·· Vented outer shell and 3D mesh material give
comfort to the rider, preventing heat build-up
while maintaining tactile contact with skin.
·· Designed with a flexion channel through the shell
that allows the shell to bend with the elbow.

S ILV ER Y EL LO W F L U O

B L ACK

654 6319 195 | S/M – L/XL

654 6119 10 | S/M – L/XL

BI O NIC PLUS YOU TH KN E E PROTE CTO R

S EQU ENC E YOU T H K IDNEY BELT

·· Knee protector - EN 1621-1:2012 Level 1.
·· CE-certified protection systems utilizing robust protective
structures and impact absorption padding.
·· Highly ergonomic design improves streamlining while
providing crucial protection for MX and off-road riding.
·· Asymmetrical and lightweight ergonomic panel construction
offers extended protection surfaces to reduce rotation.

·· Ergonomically designed for maximum stability
around the waist and lower back.
·· Lightweight and flexible lower back shell construction
provides the perfect balance of support, impact protection
and flexibility for highest comfort when riding.

·· Double strap closure system on knee protectors specially designed
to offer more comfort and adjustment, with top strap mounted
above the knee and lower strap positioned for ergonomic fit.
·· Vented outer shell and 3D mesh material give
comfort to the rider, preventing heat build-up
while maintaining tactile contact with skin.
·· Designed with a flexion channel through the shell
that allows the shell to bend with the knee.

·· The TPR CELL structure of the main panel is flexible to allow the
ease of movement. The properties of the CELL structure mean the
belt is also highly breathable and allows for maximum airflow.
·· Perforations in the waist straps, back main elastic bands and the
3D mesh behind the main CELL structure provide extra ventilation.

BL AC K

B L ACK

654 6219 10 | S/M – L/XL

654 4619 10 | S/M – L/XL

Y O U T H
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B O O T S

TEC H 1 0 BOOT
·· New performance double pivot motion control system features:
- Medial and lateral double pivot system for improved
levels of flexibility and precision control.
- Engineered front flexion control offered by a dual front blade
system plus shock absorber insert to offer mechanical progressive
force release which dampens and absorbs impact energies.
- Redesigned dual density TPU rear blade system engineered to prevent
hyperextension while offering improved flex control and impact resistance.
·· Built into the Tech 10’s unique and lightweight single-piece co-injected foot chassis is
the patented Dynamic Heel Compression Protector (DHCP), an innovative safety feature
which includes a fully integrated collapsible heel area with expanded poly-foam to absorb
high impact energies during a crash. DCHP features a directional impact protection
system which significantly reduces the effect of excessive, potentially injury-causing
energy being transferred to the ankle and lower leg. DHCP has been developed and
tested in the demanding circuits of professional Supercross and Motocross.
·· Co-injected for strength and structure exclusive TPU and rubber compound panels

122

B O O T S

SIZE | US 7-14 / EUR 40.5-49.5

provide superb levels of grip contact, durability and heat resistance. Innovative material
construction ensures panels are lighter, anatomically profiled and reduced in thickness.
·· The contoured calf protector ergonomically wraps around rear leg and
is constructed from a dual density compound rear blade system to offer
progressive dampening of excessive torsional forces. Shin plate features
new anatomic design for reduced surface area and weight-saving.
·· Completely redesigned sole with proprietary grip sculpturing to improve foot-peg
performance, grip and mud and water run-off. Exclusive dual compound sole is seamlessly
integrated to the multi-density foot base structure with built-in support. The sole offers
superior durability, grip and feel while riding and improved performance on shifter.
The central sole insert features micro grip and side hooking grip design. It is easily
replaceable and Alpinestars offers a full sole replacement and boot repair service.
·· Anatomically optimized redesigned for weight-saving and ergonomics the new mechanical
buckle closure system feature a nylon and fiberglass compound for improved durability
and strength. New slim-line buckle closure system includes high-impact bridge closures
which are cold forged for precision and strength. The buckle closure system features a

··
··

··

··
··
··

memory and a quick release/locking system with self-aligning design for easy, precise
closure and improved riding performance and security. All buckles are easily replaceable.
Innovative, lightweight upper combines advanced lightweight
microfiber and impact and abrasion resistant TPU shell.
Footshell features five different compounds in a single lightweight piece to offer strength
while maintaining flexibility and structural integrity. Foot shell incorporates heel and
toe protection is highly resistant to abrasion and impact, and adds to the boot’s overall
durability. Foot shell also includes integrated shank for support and structural integrity.
Frontal protection features a dual closure system with an internal microfiber flap, plus
hook and loop fasteners for a precise fit closure attached securely with a microadjustable, easy to operate, lightweight buckle. Shin incorporates a unique TPU blade
system engineered to prevent frontal hyperextension and offer greater flex control.
Soft microfiber gaiter helps seal out excessive water and dirt entry.
Poly-fabric lining with 3D open cell foam incorporates anti-sliding
suede on heel area to keep foot located inside the boot.
Tech 10 boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2017.

REDES I G N ED
BI O MEC H AN I CAL
INN ER AN KLE BRAC E
S YSTEM

·· Lighter, anatomically redesigned
medial and lateral torsion bars for
ankle and leg rotation and progressive
damping of torsional forces during
an accident, while still allowing
natural freedom of movement.
·· New low-profile, pull-on design
for reduced material build,
less weight and to facilitate
easier and quicker wearing.
·· Innovative flexion inserts work
seamlessly with new Tech
10’s flex support system for
ultimate in performance.
·· TPU protection and shock absorbing
padding on the heel and ankles and
an ultra-thin and flexible forefoot area
for increased sensitivity and control.
·· Dual compound removable
anatomic footbed includes EVA
for comfort and support and
aids even weight distribution.

WH I TE

201 0019 20

RED W H I TE B L ACK

201 0019 321

COOL GR AY OR A NGE
F L U O BL U E W H IT E

201 0019 9047

B L ACK W H I TE Y E LLO W F LU O

BL AC K

201 0019 125

201 0019 10
B O O T S
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TEC H 8 RS BOOT

SIZE | US 5-15 / EUR 38-51

·· Upper constructed from a combination of full grain leather and innovative
and light microfiber that is flexible and abrasion resistant.
·· Alpinestars inner ankle sleeve is constructed from leather with 3D mesh panels and
incorporates adjustable shock absorbing gel inserts on the ankles and a removable
anatomic footbed for enhanced comfort, fit and protection on the ankle and lower leg.
·· Alpinestars exclusive high grip, dual density rubber outsole includes
footpeg area which is reinforced with hard polymer compound for
durability and comfort. The outsole is fully replaceable.
·· Reinforced lateral flex zone above outward facing ankle helps prevent torsion.
·· Contoured shin plate injected with high modulus polymer for superior
impact and abrasion resistance is perforated for ventilation.
·· Contoured calf protector plate is injected with high modulus polymer for impact resistance.
·· Extended, internal protection plates constructed from injected polymer
to guard the ankle and lower foot as well as the toe box area.
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·· Advanced closure system features strong techno-polymer buckles for
easy adjustability with a precise, secure and streamlined fit.
·· Top and bottom reverse closure design provides superior impact security and improved fit.
·· Low profile toe for improved control and sensitiveness in the shift area.
·· Full length, sculpted rubber panel on the inner side of the boot gives superb grip
against the bike and is insulated with aluminum foil for improved heat resistance.
·· Instep and Achilles flex zones for superior comfort, control and support.
·· Replaceable kick starter protection insert located on the right boot.
·· Stamped steel sole and heel guard.
·· Soft, polymer gaiter provides effective seal around the top of
the boot, preventing excessive water and dirt entry.
·· Breathable 3D tech mesh lining reduces heat buildup and improves comfort.
·· Contoured tempered steel shank is over injected inside the

W H IT E V ENT ED

B L ACK

201 1015 20

201 1015 10

mid sole assembly for rider safety and support.
·· New buckle closure system includes polymer buckles plus aluminum
frame with innovative self-aligning quick release closures.
·· All buckles are replaceable.
·· Full inner bootie is constructed with 3D breathable mesh plus synthetic material
chassis for support, plus breathable textile lining on the ankle areas.
·· Ankle features perforated soft comfort padding and incorporates adjustable
shock absorbing gel inserts on the ankles. Gel inserts are replaceable.
·· Dual compound, removable anatomic footbed features polymer forefoot plus
EVA arch support and top textile lining for support and comfort.
·· Replaceaple footpeg insert on sole is constructed from hard
compound vulcanized rubber for durability and protection.
·· Tech 8 RS boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

T E C H 8 RS INNE R BOOT IE

B O O T S
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YELLO W FLUO MI LI TA RY
G REEN B L ACK

WHI TE RED
B URG UN DY

DARK GRAY LIGHT GRAY
RE D FLUO

201 2014 5561

201 2014 2033

201 2014 930

WHI TE YELLO W FLUO
B LUE

YELLO W FLUO WHIT E
B LUE CYA N

DARK GRAY T E AL
W HIT E

201 2014 257

201 2014 5277

201 2014 9072

YELLO W FLUO RED FLUO
G RAY B L ACK

RED FLUO CYAN
G RAY B L ACK

BL AC K ORANGE
W HIT E BLUE

201 2014 5301

201 2014 3711

201 2014 1427

B L ACK WHI TE

B L ACK

W HIT E

201 2014 12

201 2014 10

201 2014 20

TEC H 7 BOOT
·· Lightweight upper combines suede leather with lightweight
microfiber for impact and abrasion resistant TPU shell.
·· Innovative, evolutionary TPU shin-plate construction for greater range of fitment features
a reinforced hook and loop closure for comfortable, highly customized closure.
·· Soft microfiber gaiter helps seal out excessive water and dirt entry.
·· Evolutionary design for lateral flex zone provides front and
rear flexion support and helps prevents torsion.
·· Medial-facing panel constructed from TPU with rubber insert for maximum
grip contact with bike and improved heat and abrasion resistance.
·· Contoured TPU calf protector plate offers impact resistance.

SIZE | US 5-16 / EUR 38-52

·· Extensive TPU protection on toes, foot, heel, ankle, calf and shin with
extra hard compounds on the toe-box, heel and achilles tendon.
·· New closure system includes polymer buckles plus aluminium frame with innovative
self-aligning, quick release closures for customized secure fitment.
·· All the buckles are replaceable.
·· TPU lower shell is reinforced with metal shank and includes toe
reinforcement for impact and abrasion resistance.
·· Poly fabric lining with 3D open cell foam incorporates antisliding suede reinforcement on heel area.
·· Exclusive dual compound sole is seamlessly integrated to the multi-density foot

base structure with built-in support; the sole superior durability and grip.
·· Main flexion of the boot is supported around medial and lateral ankle by low
profile pivot system which all dissipates the friction when bending the boot.
·· Shock absorbing padding on the heel and ankles plus an ultra thin and
flexible forefoot area for increased sensitivity and control.
·· Removable anatomic footbed in lycra on top.
·· Replaceable footpeg insert on sole is constructed from hard
compound vulcanized rubber for durability and protection.
·· Tech 7 boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

B O O T S
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TEC H 5 BOOT

SIZE | US 5-16 / EUR 38-52

·· Upper constructed from innovative and light microfiber
material with action leather on toe box.
·· Redesigned instep and Achilles accordion flex zones.
·· Contoured TPU calf protector plate, TPU higher medial protector and TPU outer lateral ankle.
·· Injected TPU shin plate connected with the TPU medial protector panel; hook and loop
upper closure, plus TPR flap for broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support. The
TPU higher medial protector designed with technical texture for improved grip.

B L ACK WH I TE Y E LLO W F LU O
201 5015 125
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·· Bio-mechanical pivot.
·· Ergonomic TPU triple buckle straps.
·· Innovative one-piece TPU injected dual compound foot shell, reinforced
by a metal shank inside and co-injected toe reinforcement.
·· TPU heel patch connected with shell and lateral/medial TPU sections.
·· Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal out excessive water and dirt entry.
·· Soft poly foam surrounds the ankles and collar.

·· Entire textile lining.
·· New closure system includes 4 polymer buckles with an innovative closure
system. This closure includes a ratchet with memory and a quick release/
locking system with self-aligning design for precise closure; the all buckles are
replaceable. Replaceable anatomic EVA footbed with textile lining on top.
·· Exclusive high grip rubbercompound outsole.
·· Tech 5 boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

BL U E BL AC K Y EL LO W F L U O R ED

B L ACK

WHI TE B L ACK

RED WHI TE

RE D FLUO BLUE W HIT E

201 5015 7153

201 5015 10

201 5015 21

201 5015 32

201 5015 3072

TECH 3 BOOT

SIZE | US 5-16 / EUR 38-52

·· Upper construction is made from lightweight microfiber material
for flexibility, durability and abrasion resistance.
·· Light microfiber front and rear bellow inserts offer
improved comfort and flexibility in key area.
·· Toe box is constructed from synthetic material for abrasion performance.
·· Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal out excessive water and dirt entry.
·· Contoured TPU calf protector plate, TPU higher medial protector, TPU outer
lateral ankle and TPU heel counter offer support and resistance to impacts.
·· Rear TPR gaiter patch applied on top of the TPU calf protector
gives protection and comfort on rear flex.

·· Injected TPU shin plate connected with the TPU medial protector panel; hook and loop
grip upper closure, plus TPR flap for broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support.
·· The TPU higher medial protector is designed with technical texture for improved grip.
·· Bio-mechanical medial blade system allows front rear flex
giving support and protection to the ankle.
·· The ergonomic TPU triple buckle straps allow smooth frontal flex from the medial
protector to the lateral side without compromising range of movement.
·· New closure system includes 3 polymer buckles with an innovative closure system.
·· This closure includes a micro-adjustable ratchet with memory and a quick release/ locking
system with self-aligning design for easy, precise closure. All buckles are replaceable.

·· Innovative one-piece TPU injected dual compound foot shell, reinforced
by a metal shank inside a co-injected toe reinforcement.
·· Soft foam surrounds the ankles and collar offering
comfort and shock absorbing performance.
·· Entire textile interior lining for improved levels of comfort and moisture-management.
·· Replaceable EVA footbed with textile lining on top provides arch support and comfort.
·· Alpinestars’ exclusive high grip rubber compound outsole provides
grip and traction on various surfaces and is profiled to provide control
and feel on the bike’s footpegs. The sole is replaceable.
·· Tech 3 boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

R E D WH I TE

BL AC K

B L ACK WHI TE

B L ACK WHI TE YELLO W FLUO RED

COOL GRAY YE LLO W FLUO C YAN

201 3018 32

201 3018 10

201 3018 12

201 3018 1053

201 3018 9017
B O O T S
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TECH 7 S BOOT

SIZE | US YOUTH 2-8 / EUR 34-42

·· Tech 7S is specifically designed and sized for junior and /or smaller framed riders.
·· PU-reinforced microfiber upper for flexibility, abrasion resistance and weightsaving. Material ensures consistent fit and is easy to maintain and clean.
·· Contoured shin plate is injected with high modulus TPU for
excellent levels of impact and abrasion resistance.
·· Medial facing side incorporates TPU panel with specially designed sculpturing for
maximum grip contact with bike and improved heat and abrasion resistance.
·· One-piece injected dual compound foot shell with co-injected hard toe protector
and integrated steel shank. The shell is highly resistant to abrasion and impact,

adds to the boot’s overall durability and improves boot’s streamlining.
·· Excellent flexion provided by low profile medial and lateral
pivot system to offer movement and support.
·· Instep and Achilles accordion flex zones constructed for superior control and support.
·· Extended microfiber gaiter helps seal out excessive water and dirt entry.
·· Soft poly foam reinforcement on ankles and collar for
long lasting comfort and shock absorption.
·· 3D mesh textile with open cell foam for improved air circulation and comfort.

·· Buckle closure system incorporates polymer and fiberglass buckle arms and high-impact
aluminum bridge closures for durability and weight-saving. Buckle system features memory
and a quick release/locking system with self-aligning design for easy, precise closure
and improved riding performance and security. All buckles are easily replaceable.
·· Compound sole is seamlessly integrated into the base structure for superior durability,
high performing rubber grip patterning, and feel. The sole is replaceable.
·· Removable anatomic footbed for comfort and support ensures even weight distribution.
·· The Tech 7S boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

B L ACK WH I TE

B L U E W H IT E R ED Y EL LO W F L U O

BL AC K Y EL LO W FLUO

B L ACK O RA N G E WHI TE B LUE

B L ACK DA RK G RAY RED FLUO

WHI TE RE D GRAY

201 5017 12

201 5017 7025

201 5017 155

201 5017 1427

201 5017 1133

201 5017 238

YE LLO W FLUO
M ILITARY GRE E N BL AC K

201 5017 5561
B O O T S
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TEC H 3 S BOOT
·· Designed and developed for optimized comfort and fit for junior riders.
·· Upper constructed from innovative light in weight microfiber
material for flexibility, durability and abrasion resistance.
·· Light microfiber front and rear stretch bellow inserts for comfort,
flexibility and critical support in various riding positions.
·· External toe box is made of high-performance synthetic material for high abrasion.
·· Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal out excessive water and dirt entry.
·· Contoured TPU calf protector plate, TPU higher medial protector, TPU outer lateral
ankle and TPU heel counter offer support and resistance to impacts.
·· Rear TPR gaiter patch applied on top of the TPU calf protector
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SIZE | US 2-8 YOUTH / EUR 34-42

gives protection and comfort on rear flex area.
·· Injected TPU shin plate connected with the TPU medial protector panel; hook and loop
grip upper closure, plus TPR flap for broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support.
·· The TPU higher medial protector is designed with technical
texture for improved grip on the bike’s chassis.
·· Bio-mechanical medial blade system allows front and rear
flex giving support and protection to the ankle.
·· The ergonomic TPU triple buckle straps allow smooth front flex from the
medial protector to the lateral side without compromising flex.
·· New closure system includes 3 polymer buckles with an innovative closure system.
This closure includes a ratchet with micro memory and a quick release/ locking system

with self-aligning design for easy, precise closure; the all buckles are replaceable.
·· Innovative one-piece TPU injected dual compound foot shell, reinforced
by a metal shank inside a co-injected toe reinforcement.
·· Soft foam surrounds the ankles and collar offering comfort and shock absorbing performance.
·· Entire textile lining for more comfort.
·· Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed.
·· Specially adapted removable footbed to accommodate growth and
extended longevity of product (only available in boots size: 2-3-4).
·· Exclusive high grip rubber compound outsole.
·· Tech 3S youth boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

B L ACK WH I TE Y E LLO W F L U O

BL AC K W H IT E

B L ACK WHI TE RED FLUO

SIZE ADJUST E R F OOT BE D

201 4018 125

201 4018 12

201 4018 1231

TO REDUCE THE INTERNAL VOLUME BY ONE SIZE.

B O O T S

TECH 3 S K ID S BOOT

SIZE | US 10-1 / EUR 28-33

·· Designed specifically for junior riders.
·· Upper construction is made from innovative and light microfiber
material that is flexible and abrasion resistant.
·· Light microfiber on front and rear bellow gives more comfort in the flex area.
·· Toe box is made of advanced synthetic material for high abrasion.
·· Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal out excessive water and dirt entry.
·· Reinforced PU synthetic material on calf, TPU higher medial protector, TPU outer lateral
ankle and reinforced PU synthetic material offer support and resistance to impacts.
·· Injected TPU shin plate connected with the TPU medial protector panel; hook and loop

grip upper closure, plus TPR flap for broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support.
·· The TPU higher medial protector is designed with technical
texture for improved grip on the bike.
·· Bio-mechanical medial blade system allows front rear flex
while giving support and protection to the ankle.
·· The ergonomic TPU triple buckle straps give smooth front flex from the
medial protector to the lateral side without compromising flex.
·· New closure system includes 2 polymer buckles with an innovative closure system.
This closure includes a ratchet with memory and a quick release/ locking system with

self-aligning design for easy, precise closure; the all buckles are replaceable.
Innovative one-piece TPU injected dual compound foot shell.
Soft foam surrounds the ankles and collar offering comfort and shock absorbing performance.
Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed.
Specially adapted removable footbed to accommodate
growth and extended longevity of product.
·· Exclusive high grip rubber compound outsole.
·· Tech 3S kids boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.
··
··
··
··

B L ACK WH I TE R E D F L U O

BL AC K W H IT E Y EL LO W FLUO

B L ACK WHI TE

S I ZE ADJUST E R F OOT BE D

201 4518 1231

201 4518 125

201 4518 12

TO REDUCE THE INTERNAL VOLUME BY ONE SIZE.

B O O T S
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B O O T S

STEL L A T ECH 3 BO OT
·· Specially designed for an optimized women’s fit.
·· PU-reinforced microfiber upper for flexibility, abrasion resistance and weightsaving. Main material ensures consistent fit and ease of maintenance.
·· Contoured shin plate is injected with high modulus TPU for
high levels of impact and abrasion resistance.
·· Medial boot side incorporates TPU panel with specially designed sculpturing for
maximum grip contact with bike and improved heat and abrasion resistance.
·· One-piece injected dual compound foot shell with co-injected hard
toe protector and integrated steel shank. The shell is highly resistant

SIZE | US 6-9 WOMEN / EUR 37-41

to abrasion and impact, adds to the boot’s streamlining.
·· Excellent flexion provided by low profile medial and lateral
pivot system to offer movement and support.
·· Instep and Achilles accordion flex zones constructed for superior control and support.
·· Extended microfiber gaiter helps seal out excessive water and dirt entry.
·· Soft poly-foam padding surrounds ankles and collar for long
lasting comfort, fit and additional shock absorption.
·· Internal mesh textile lining for improved air circulation and comfort.

·· Ergonomic buckle system offers secure and highly personalized
closure. All buckles are easily replaceable.
·· Buckle closure system incorporates polymer and fiberglass buckle arms and
high-impact aluminum bridge closures for durability and weight-saving.
·· Removable anatomic footbed for comfort and support ensures even weight distribution.
·· Specific rubber compound sole is seamlessly integrated into the base structure for superior
durability, high performing rubber grip patterning and feel. The sole is replaceable.
·· Stella Tech 3 boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

B L ACK WHI TE P I N K

201 3218 130

B O O T S
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TEC H 7 EN D URO BO OT

SIZE | US 5-16 / EUR 38-52

·· Upper constructed from light, innovative microfiber that is flexible and abrasion resistant.
Innovative, evolutionary TPU shin-plate construction for greater range of fitment features
a reinforced hook and loop closure for comfortable, highly customized closure.
·· Shin zone incorporates a TPU blade system engineered to prevent
frontal hyperextension and offer greater flex control.
·· Specifically designed sole provides Enduro riders superior durability,
grip, feel and a high level of structural rigidity.
·· Wide entry aperture for convenience with hook and loop upper closure
TPR flap to allow broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support.
·· Medial-facing area constructed from one-piece TPU panel with honeycomb sculpturing
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for maximum grip contact with bike and improved heat and abrasion resistance.
·· Top rear flexion of the boot is supported around the calf by an innovative
TPU sliding blade system which dissipates the friction
·· Ergonomic buckle system offers secure and highly personalised closure.
·· Innovative TPU lateral ankle protection provides biomechanical link between
the middle lateral and the bottom lateral of the boot. Instep and Achilles
accordion flex zones constructed for superior control and support.
·· TPU lower shell is reinforced with metal shank and includes toe
reinforcement for impact and abrasion resistance.
·· Extended microfiber gaiter helps seal out excessive water and dirt entry.

·· New closure system includes polymer buckles plus aluminum frame with innovative
self-aligning, quick release closures for customized secure fitment.
·· All buckles are easily replaceable.
·· Breathable mesh 3D liner with anti-sliding microfiber suede reinforcement on the heel area.
·· Soft poly-foam surrounds the ankles and collar offer
comfort and shock absorbing performance.
·· Removable anatomic footbed.
·· Exclusive high grip rubber double density compound outer sole.
·· Sole and footpeg are replaceable.
·· Tech 7 Enduro boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

BL AC K

B L ACK S P RAY RED FLUO

201 2114 10

201 2114 1133

TECH 3 E N D URO BO OT
·· Upper is made from innovative and light microfiber material
that is flexible and abrasion resistant.
·· Light microfiber front and rear bellow stretch inserts offer
greater flexibility and comfort in key area.
·· Internal toe-box constructed with high-grade synthetic material for high abrasion.
·· Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal out excessive water and dirt entry.
·· Contoured TPU calf protector plate, TPU higher medial protector, TPU outer lateral
ankle and TPU heel counter offer support and resistance to impacts.
·· Rear TPR gaiter patch applied on top of the TPU calf protector
gives protection and comfort on rear flex area.

SIZE | US 5-16 / EUR 38-52

·· Injected TPU shin plate connected with the TPU medial protector panel; hook and loop
grip upper closure, plus TPR flap for broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support.
·· The TPU higher medial external protector is designed with technical texture for improved grip.
·· Bio-mechanical medial blade system allows front rear flex
giving support and protection to the ankle.
·· The ergonomic TPU triple buckle straps allow smooth frontal flex from the medial
protector to the lateral side without compromising ease of movement.
·· New closure system includes three polymer buckles with an innovative closure system.
This closure includes a micro-adjustable ratchet with memory and a quick release/ locking
system with self-aligning design for easy, precise closure. The buckles are replaceable.

·· Innovative one-piece TPU injected dual compound foot shell, reinforced
by a metal shank inside a co-injected toe reinforcement.
·· Soft foam surrounds the ankles and collar offering comfort and shock absorbing performance.
·· Entire textile lining for more comfort.
·· Replaceable EVA footbed with textile lining on top.
·· Specific Alpinestars all-terrain design sole and high grip
rubber compounds. The sole is replaceable.
·· Tech 3 Enduro boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

B L ACK

201 3118 10

B O O T S
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TEC H T BOOT
·· Upper constructed from a combination of full grain leather and
innovative microfiber for durability and abrasion resistance,
·· Extended front and rear accordion stretch zones for improved flex, control and support.
·· Double density TPU ankle protector disks are layered under
the upper and backed by poly-foam padding.
·· Ergonomically contoured shinplate is injected with high modulus
TPU for a high level impact and abrasion resistance.
·· Wide entry aperture for convenience with hook and loop upper closure
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SIZE | US 5-13 / EUR 38-48

TPR flap to allow broad ranging calf fit adjustment and support.
·· 3D mesh textile with open cell foam for improved air circulation and comfort.
·· Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal out excessive water and dirt entry.
·· Soft poly foam reinforcement on ankles and collar for
long lasting comfort and shock absorption.
·· Three buckles closure system with memory, featuring an integrated quick release/locking
system closure. Buckles are injected with high impact resistant techno polymer.
·· Internal toe box and heel counter protection is layered under the upper for durability.

·· Leather shift pad for abrasion resistance and structural protection.
·· Polymer insole with integrated steel shank reinforcement
for structure and support to the arch area.
·· Exclusive compound rubber sole with high grip, rough
terrain design. The outsole is replaceable.
·· Replaceable anatomic footbed for comfort and support ensures even weight distribution.
·· Tech T is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

B L ACK R E D

BRO WN O I LED

WHI TE RED YELLO W FLUO B L ACK

W HIT E BL AC K

200 4017 13

200 4017 818

200 4017 2351

200 4017 21

B O O T S
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SUP ERVICTORY STE E L PL ATE BO OT
·· Internal TPU plate on the inner side of the boot is curved in
an anatomic shape and covered with leather.
·· Four nylon cam adjustable buckles with a replaceable nylon strap and housing design.
·· Stamped steel shin plate.
·· Ergonomic ankle support with injected TPU ankle pads.

SIZE | US 5 - 13 / EUR 38 - 48

··
··
··
··

Stamped stainless steel sole guard.
Stamped steel shank.
Exclusive ankle brace protector.
Full-grain leather upper and lining.

·· Leather over leather front flex zone.
·· Replaceable anatomic footbed.
·· Alpinestars exclusive rubber compound sole with replaceable foot peg insert.

B L ACK

209 92AC N

B O O T S
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A C C E S S O R I E S

TR AN S IT ION XL G E A R B AG
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

88 Liter capacity.
38 x 18 x 18 in / 96 x 46 x 43 cm.
Sized to carry all protective gear.
Durable ballistic nylon.
Tough 600d polyester contrast.
Hard internal base with external slide rails.
Base is covered with wipe-able finish for easy cleaning.
High durability hard bumpers at base corners.
Smooth roll wheels.
Telescoping double post handle.
Multiple heavy duty haul handles.
Top carrying strap.
Perforated tarpaulin panels for venting.
Extra venting grommets for additional air flow into pockets.

K OM ODO T R AV EL B AG
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Main compartment sized for large items.
Bottom compartment for boots or other heavy items
Top compartment for helmet.
Padded sidewalls padded compartment walls.
Compartment walls are removable – create one extra large compt.
Large external pocket with mesh organizer.
Three external pockets for gloves, goggles and misc items.
Removable change mat made from waterproof tarpaulin.
Lockable zippers accept TSA approved locks.
Id window.
Contoured rubber zipper pulls.
Reflective branding.
Fully lined with alpinestars hi-visibilty yellow logo lining.

··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

150 Liter capacity.
37 x 17.75 x 15.75 in / 94 x 45 x 40 cm.
Lid opening to access to the main compartment.
Flat top pocket to access documents while traveling
Removable change mat made from waterproof tarpaulin.
Strong Plastic YKK Zipper chain size 10mm.
Lockable zippers accept TSA approved locks.
Big screen print.
Ventilations on side panels.
2 big webbing handle on top to and side to
be able to move and carry the bag.
·· 2 strap handles to lift up the bag and put it on the shoulder.
·· Boots compartment with waterproof removable bag, easier to wash.
·· Reflective details.

·· Smooth outdoor rolling wheels.
·· Bottom and side panels made with waterproof tarpaulin to ensure
the bag stays dry even when left standing on muddy terrain.
·· Durable hard bumpers on base corners.
·· Hard internal base with external slide rails.
·· Constructed from durable tarpaulin and tough
polyester reinforcement panels.
·· Sized to carry all protective gear.
·· Compartment walls can be removed with a zipper to allow the bag
to be reconfigured with one extra large internal compartment.
·· Inner flat zippered mesh pocket on flap.
·· 2 mesh pockets on internal sides of the bag.
·· Telescopic double post handle, multiple heavy
duty haul handles and a top carry strap.
·· Webbing reinforcement to give a better structure to the bag.

B L ACK A N THRACI TE Y E LLO W FLUO

610 6118 1155

BL AC K

B L ACK B LUE RED YELLO W FLUO

BL AC K ANT HRAC IT E W HIT E

610 1012 10

610 6118 1735

610 6118 140

A C C E S S O R I E S
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G OANN A D UF F LE B AG
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

T EC H A ERO B AC K PAC K

125 Litre capacity.
32.25 x 15.35 x 17.75 in / 82 x 39 x 45
1 flat front pocket to store documents and keys.
2 strap handles to lift up the bag and position it on the shoulder.
Lid opening to easily and quickly access the main compartment.
Inner flat zippered mesh pocket on flap.
Boots compartment with waterproof removable bag for easy washing.
2 side handles to move the bag easily.

··
··
··
··

Big screen print.
Hi-visibility Alpinestars lining.
Strong plastic YKK zipper chain; size 10mm.
Bottom and side panels made with waterproof tarpaulin ensures
the bag always stays dry, even when standing on muddy terrain.
·· Webbing reinforcement gives the bag a better structure.
·· Compartment walls can be removed to allow the bag to be
reconfigured with one extra large internal compartment.

BL AC K BL U E R ED Y EL LO W F L U O

··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Internal sleeve for Nucleon KR-2i Back Insert application.
Rain cover stored into lower zippered pocket.
Conduit for hydration hose.
Anatomical, adjustable, padded shoulder straps with chest
connection strap for additional security and comfort.
Innovative shoulder strap adjustment.
Innovative adjustable waist strap for security which
also features built-in zippered kidney pockets.
Anatomical back padding built with 3D vented mesh.
TPR and embroidered logo details.
Reflective printed details.

610 7115 12

B L ACK AN TH R ACI TE Y E LLO W F L U O

BL AC K A NT H R ACI TE WHI TE

610 6018 1155

610 6018 140

A C C E S S O R I E S

··
··
··
··
··
··

18 to 24 Litre capacity
21.25 x 12.5 x 7 in / 54 x 32 x 18 cm
100% polyester construction.
Sport silhouette engineered for a low profile
aerodynamic performance while riding.
Fully expandable from 18L to 24L (approx).
Built-in helmet carrier.
YKK semi-auto locking zip to ensure secure closure while riding.
Zipper puller.
Internal Laptop sleeve which fits most 15” Lap Top Computers.
Internal organizer pockets.

B L ACK WHI T E

610 6018 1735
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··
··
··
··

I G U ANA HYD RAT ION B ACK PACK

A L P INESTA R S BOOT B AG

··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

··
··
··
··
··
··

6L capacity hydration bag (approx).
Ripstop nylon and 450 Denier Polyester as main fabric.
2 compartments with zipper chain 5#.
Hands-free , full face helmet attachment system.
2 straps which close with plastic buckles.
Webbing handle on top.
Printed logo and graphics.
2 plastic sliders to adjust the height of the small chest strap.
1 plastic stopper for the tube of the water bladder.

·· Ergonomic 15mm back mesh padding preventing spine
pressure with ventilation channels for optimized airflow.
·· Perforated foam straps for better breathability (covered with mesh).
·· Elastic loops to channel the water bladder
tube on the strap of your choice.
·· 1.5L water bladder included.
·· Main compartment features a waterproof pocket plus zipper,
a micro fleece goggle pocket, 2 small mesh pockets, a big
mesh pocket for the liquid bladder or back protector.
·· Front compartment has a single big pocket.

17 x 14.5 x 10.25 in / 43 x 37 x 26 cm.
Durable 600 Denier Polyester main body material.
Tough tarpaulin material at base and lower sides for easy cleaning.
Sized to fit Alpinestars Motocross boots up to size 14 (US).
Piped seam construction for durability and additional wear resistance.
Large #10 YKK Coil zipper with double sliders and
easy-to-grip Alpinestars molded pulls.
·· Webbing haul handle at top, sewn in with heavy-duty bar tacks.

·· Adjustable webbing straps with D-Ring connections
for either left or right side carry.
·· Large mesh vents for maximum airflow.
·· Lined with 210 Denier Polyester.
·· Internal binding construction.
·· Internal open mesh pocket with elastic top edge.
·· Branded with large Alpinestars printed logos.

BL AC K BL U E R ED Y EL LO W F L U O

B L ACK B LUE

610 7318 1735

610 6319 17

BL AC K A NT H R AC IT E W H IT E

B L ACK WHI TE

610 7318 140

610 6319 12

A C C E S S O R I E S
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B U CK LE B A SE SU PPORT R EPL ACEM ENT

STRAP LO C KE R S E T R E PL ACE ME N T

TECH 10
SIZES: OS
25BBT10 / NN

TECH 10 / STELLA TECH 3 /
TECH 2 / TECH 8 / TECH 7
SIZES: OS
25CCT10 / NN

B U CK LE B A SE R ECEI VER

TECH10
SIZES: OS
25BBT14 / 10

TECH 8 RS / TECH 8 /
TECH 7 / TECH 7 SUPERMOTO /
TECH 3 / TECH T
SIZES: OS
25CCT8N / 10
TECH 10 2019 / WTECH T / TECH7 /
TECH 7 ENDURO / TECH 5 /
TECH 3S YOUTH & KID
STELLA TECH 3 / TECH6 S /
TOUCAN GTX / TECH 7S
SIZES: OS
25CCT3S / 10

NEW TECH10
SIZES: OS
25BBT14 / 20

B UCK LE B A SE WI TH SPI D E R N U T A ND S C R EW S

TECH 10 / TECH 8 /
TECH 8 LIGHT / TECH 8 RS /
TOUCAN GTX / TECH 7 /
TECH 7 SUPERMOTO /
TECH 6 /
STELLA TECH 6 /
TECH 3 /
STELLA TECH 3 /
TECH 2 / S-MX 1
SIZES: OS
25BLT10 / 10

A S S E MB LED B U CKLE AR M A N D B A S E W IT H S C R EW

NEW TECH10
SIZES: OS
25CIT19 / 10

TECH10
SIZES: OS
25CIT14 / 10

TECH 5 / TECH 1 /TECH 1 AT / TECH T
/ TECH 7S / TECH 3 / STELLA TECH 3
/ TECH 3 ENDURO / STELLA TECH 3 /
TECH 3S YOUTH & KID
SIZES: OS
25LET5 / 10
148

S P A R E

P A R T S

TECH 3 YOUTH
SIZES: OS
25CIT3Y / 12
TECH7 / TECH 7 ENDURO / TECH 5
SIZES: OS
25CIT74 / 20

TECH 1 / TECH 1 AT / TECH 3 / TECH 3 ENDURO
SIZES: OS
25LOT1 / 10

TECH 8 RS
TECH 8 RS / TECH 8
SIZES: OS
25CIT8 / 10

TECH 8 RS
TECH 8 RS / TECH 8
SIZES: OS
25CIT8 / 20

TECH 5 / TECH 4 / NO STOP (10/11)
SIZES: OS
25LOT4 / NN / NW

TECH 6S / TECH 4S / TECH 4S
SIZES: OS
25LOT6S / NS

TECH10
SIZES: OS
25CIT14 / 20

TECH 3S
SIZES: OS
25CIT3S / 10

TECH 10 / TECH7 /
TECH7 ENDURO
SIZES: OS
25LET14 / 10

TECH 3S KIDS
SIZES: OS
25CIT3K / 20

BUC KLES ST R A PS R E PL ACE ME N T

NEW TECH 10
SIZES: OS
25BBT19 / 10

TECH 8
SIZES: OS
25LESN14 / 10

TECH7 / TECH 7 ENDURO / TECH 5 / STELLA TECH 3
SIZES: OS
25CIT74 / 10

TECH 7S / TECH T / STELLA TECH 3
STRAP WITH ALUMINIUM BRIDGE
SIZES: OS
25CITR / 10

TECH 6 / TECH 3 / TECH 3 AT / STELLA TECH 6 /
STELLA TECH 3
SIZES: OS
25LET6/ NN / WCW

TECH 6S
SIZES: OS
25LOT6SR / 10

TECH 1 / TECH 3 / TECH 3 ENDURO
SIZES: OS
SIZ25LOT1 / 12

TECH 7 / TECH 7 SUPERMOTO
SIZES; OS
25LOT7 / 11 / 219

T E CH8 LI G H T KI CKSTART R EP L AC EM ENT

SIZES: 5/7, 8/10, 11/15
25KICKT811 / 20

I N N ER B RACE REP L ACEMEN T

NEW TECH10
SIZES: 7-14
25SHOET19 / 10

REMO VA B LE F OOT BE D INSE RT S

TECH 7 / TECH 7 SUPERMOTO /
TECH 6 / TECH 6 AT / TECH 3 /
TECH 3 AT / TECH 2 / VECTOR /
M6 / M4 / SUPERVICTORY
SIZES: 5-15
25FUSTAR / G

ME D I AL PROTE CTO R RU B B E R INS ERT

TECH10
SIZES: 7/8, 9/10, 11/14
25MPT14 / 10

TECH 8
SIZES: 5-15
25SHOET8 / G

TECH 10
(ANKLE BRACE)
SIZES: 7-14
25FUT10 / G

TECH7 / TECH 7 ENDURO
SIZES: 5/7, 8/10, 11/16
25MPT74 / 10
TECH 10
SIZES: 7-14
25FUT14 / 1755
TECH 8 LIGHT / TECH 8 RS
SIZES: 5-15
25SHOET8N / 11
TOE CA PS R E PL ACE M E N T

TECH 8 / TECH 8 LIGHT /
TECH 8 RS / TECH 3 ALL TERRAIN /
TECH 1 / TECH 6 / M6 /
SUPERVICTORY / TECH 1 AT
SIZES: OS
25PU1370 / NK
TECH 4S (SMALL)
SIZE: OS
25PU16 / SL

IN N ER B R ACE SI D E B AR S

TECH 5 /
TECH 1 / STELLA TECH 3 /
TECH 3 / TECH 3 ENDURO /
TECH 3 S YOUTH
SIZES: 5-16
25FUT5 / 107
TECH10
SIZES: 7-14
25SHOET14 / 10
TECH 7 / TECH 7
ENDURO
SIZES: 5-16
25FUT74 / 933

TECH10
SIZES: 7-14
25SBT14 / 10

T 7 S M OTO SLI D E R R E PL ACE M ENT

TECH7 SUPERMOTO
SIZES: 7-12
25SLIT7 / 10

TECH 8RS
SIZES: 5-15
25SHOET84 / 11

TRIAL FOOTBED INSERT
SIZES: 5-13
25FUTR / 10

S P A R E

P A R T S
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F OOT PEG I N SE RTS R E PL ACE M E N T

STEEL HEEL CA P REPL AC E M E NT

NEW TECH 10
SIZES: 7/8, 9/10,
11/12, 13/14
25INSSUT19 / 10

TECH 7 / TECH 3 ENDURO /
TECH 7 ENDURO
SIZES: 5-16
25INSSUT7N / 10

TECH 10
SIZES: 7/8, 9/10,
11/12, 13/14
25INSSUT10 / NN

TECH 8 / TECH 7 / TECH 6 / TECH 5 /
M6 / SUPERVICTORY
SIZES: 38/42, 43/49
25INSSUT8 / TM

TECH 8 / TECH 8 LIGHT / TECH 8 RS
SIZES: OS
25TA / NK

ACCES S O RI ES A LL LEAT HE R BOOT S

BEE WAX LEATHER CARE
250P4 / BI / BL / NT / RD

TECH 7
TECH 7 ENDURO
SIZES: 5-16
25INSSUT74 -10

TECH 8 / TECH 8 RS
SIZES: 4/5, 6/7, 8/9,
10/11, 12/13, 14/15
25INSSUT8N / N

S OLE S

25SUT19/10/12
NEW TECH 10
SIZE:7/8-9/1011/12-13/14

25SUT7S/20
TECH 7S/
STELLA TECH 3
SIZES: 2-8
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25SUT10/10/12
TECH10 (REPLACEABLE INSERT)
SIZE:7/8-9/10-11/12-13/14

25SUT8/N
TECH8 RS/TECH8
/ TECH8
SIZE:4/5-6/7-8/910/11-12/13-14/15

P A R T S

25SU403/10
TECH1
SIZE: 5-16

25SUT3/11/12
TECH3/TECH2 SIZE:5-16

25SUT53/20
TECH 3 YTH / TECH
3 KIDS
SIZE: 2-8 YTH

25SUT3S/10
TECH3S
SIZE:10-8 YTH

25SU891E/10/12
TECH7 ENDURO / TECH 3 ENDURO
SIZE: 5-16

25SUT5/10
TECH 5 / TECH 3 /
TECH 3S YOUTH
SIZES: 5-16

25SU893A / N
NO STOP
SIZE:5-6/7-8-910/11-12/13

25SUT6S/10
TECH6S
SIZES: 2-8

25SU906/N
TECH4/3/5/6 / 7/8/NO
STOP AT/TECH3 AT/
TECH 2 AT/TERRA/M6
SIZE: 39/41-42/44
- 45/47

25SUT7/TM
TECH 6/5/7/8/
M6/SUPERVICTORY
SIZE:38/40-41/4243/44-45/46-47/49

25SUTR/10
TECH T
SIZES: 5-13

25SUT7N/11/21
TECH7 (REPLACEABLE INSERT)
SIZE:5-16

25SUT1AT/10
SOLE TECH 1 AT
SIZES: 7-13

25SUT7N/11/21
TECH7 (REPLACEABLE INSERT)
SIZE:5-16

25SUT74/10/12
TECH7
SIZE:5-16

VIS O R

VISOR S-M10/8 SOLID
8981019 110 BLACK MATT
8981019 1180 BLACK GLOSSY
8981019 2180 WHITE GLOSSY

VISOR S-M8 - RADIUM
8981519 1180 BLACK GLOSSY
8981519 9004 COOL GRY YELLOW FLUO M
8981519 9007 COOL GREY TEAL M

CHI N VEN T

CHIN VENT S-M10/8
SIZES: OS
8983019 1180 BLACK GLOSSY
CHIN VENT FR S-M10/8
SIZES: XS/S - M/2XL
8983119 1180 BLACK GLOSSY
8983119 2180 WHITE GLOSSY
CHIN VENT S-M10/8
SIZES: OS
8983019 2180 WHITE GLOSSY

VISOR S-M10 - META
8981119 9000 COOL GRAY MATT
8981119 110 BLACK MATT
8981119 7000 BLUE MATT

VISOR CONN S-M10/8
SIZES: OS
8981919 03 VARIETY

REA R VEN T

REAR VENT FR S-M10/8
SIZES: OS
8983219 1180 BLACK GLOSSY
8983219 2180 WHITE GLOSSY
CHEEK PA D
B REATH D EFLECTO R

CHEEK PAD S-M10/S-M8
SIZES: XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL
8982019 10 BLACK
VISOR S-M8 - CONTACT
8981219 1098 SILVER MATT
8981219 3000 RED MATT
8981219 4000 ORANGE MATT

BREATH DEFL. S-M10/8
SIZES: OS
8983419 110 BLACK MATT

TO P PA D

CHEEK PAD S-M10/M8+5
SIZES: XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL
8982119 10 BLACK

TOP PAD S-M10 & S-M8
8982219 10 BLACK

CHI N STRA P CO VER
CRO WN PA D

VISOR S-M10 - DYNO
SIZES: OS
8981319 2000 WHITE MATT
8981319 2180 WHITE GLOSSY

CROWN PAD S-M10/S-M8
SIZES: XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL
8982319 10 BLACK

CHIN STRAP COVER SET S-M10 & S-M8
8983319 10 BLACK

REFLECTI VE STI CK E RS

HELMETS REFLECTIVE STICKERS SET (5 PCS)
866 0017 011 RELFECTIVE GRAY

B AG S

S-M10 SEMI-RIGID BAG
8989019 10 BLACK

S-M8 SOFT BAG
8989119 10 BLACK

VISOR S-M8 - TRIPLE
8981419 1180 BLACK GLOSSY
8981419 9180 MID GRAY GLOSSY

S P A R E

P A R T S
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ME N’S PROTECTI O N J ACK ETS
SIZ E RANG E
SIZE

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

CHEST (CM)

82 - 90

90 - 96

96 - 101

101 - 108

108 - 112

112 - 118

WAIST TO SHOULDER (CM)

38 - 43

38 - 43

43 - 48

43 - 48

48 - 51

48 - 51

HEIGHT (CM)

157 - 166

166 - 173

173 - 178

178 - 185

185 - 190

190 - 195

CHEST (INCHES)

32 1/2 - 35 1/2

35 1/2 - 38”

38” - 39 3/4

39 3/4 - 42 1/2

42 1/2 - 44”

44” - 46 1/2

WAIST TO SHOULDER (INCHES)

15” - 17”

15” - 17”

17” - 19”

17” - 19”

19” - 20”

19” - 20”

HEIGHT (FEET)

5’2” - 5’5”

5’5” - 5’8”

5’8” - 5’10”

5’10” - 6’0”

6’0” - 6’3”

6’3” - 6’5”

CHEST - Measure around the fullest part, under the armpits, keeping the tape horizontal.
WAIST - Measure around the natural waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.
HEIGHT - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the floor to the top of your head, keeping the tape vertical.

ME N’S C H EST P ROTECTO R S
SIZ E RANG E
SIZE

XS / S

M/L

XL / 2XL

CHEST (CM)

82 - 96

96 - 108

108 - 118

WAIST TO SHOULDER (CM)

38 - 43

43 - 48

48 - 51

HEIGHT (CM)

157 - 173

173 - 185

185 - 198

CHEST (INCHES)

32 1/2 - 38”

38” - 42 1/2

42 1/2 - 46 1/2

WAIST TO SHOULDER (INCHES)

15” - 17”

17” - 19”

19” - 20”

HEIGHT (FEET)

5’2” - 5’8”

5’8” - 6’1”

6’1” - 6’5”

CHEST - Measure around the fullest part, under the armpits, keeping the tape horizontal.
WAIST - Measure around the natural waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.
HEIGHT - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the floor to the top of your head, keeping the tape vertical.

W O M EN’S PROT ECT IO N J ACKET S
SIZE RANGE

YOU T H J ACK ETS - BO DY A R M O U R
SIZ E RANG E
SIZE

S/M

L/XL

YEARS

6-8

9 - 12

CHEST (CM)

60 - 70

70 - 80

WAIST TO SHOULDER (CM)

30 - 35

35 - 40

HEIGHT (CM)

120 - 140

140 - 160

CHEST (INCHES)

23 1/2 - 27 1/2

27 1/2 - 31 1/2

WAIST TO SHOULDER (INCHES)

11 3/4 - 13 3/4

13 3/4 - 15 3/4

HEIGHT (FEET)

3’11” - 4’7”

4’7” - 5’3”

CHEST - Measure around the fullest part, under the armpits, keeping the tape horizontal.
WAIST - Measure around the natural waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.
HEIGHT - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the floor to the top of your head, keeping the tape vertical.
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SIZE

S

M

L

CHEST (CM)

86 - 90

90 - 94

94 - 98

WAIST TO SHOULDER (CM)

38 - 43

43 - 48

43 - 48

HEIGHT (CM)

169 - 172

172 - 176

176 - 180

CHEST (INCHES)

33 3/4 - 35 1/2

35 1/2 - 37”

37” - 38 1/2

WAIST TO SHOULDER (INCHES)

15” - 17”

17” - 19”

17” - 19”

HEIGHT (FEET)

5’6” - 5’8”

5’8” - 5’9”

5’9” - 5’10”

CHEST - Measure around the fullest part, under the armpits, keeping the tape horizontal.
WAIST - Measure around the natural waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.
HEIGHT - Stand against a wall, ask someone else to measure from the floor to the top of your head, keeping the tape vertical.

SU P ERTECH H EL M ETS
SIZE R A N G E
SIZE
HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE (CM)
HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE (INCHES)

XS

S

M

L

XL

2XL

53-54

55-56

57-58

59-60

61-62

63-64

20.8” - 21.2“

21.6” - 22“

22.4” - 22.8”

23.2” - 23.6“

24” - 24.4“

24.8” - 25.2”

ME N ’ S K N EE P ROTECTO R S
SIZE R A N G E
SIZE

S/M

L/XL

UPPER LEG (CM)

39 - 45

45 - 50

LOWER LEG (CM)

32 - 38

38 - 43

UPPER LEG (INCHES)

15 1/4 - 17 3/4

17 3/4 - 19 3/4

LOWER LEG (INCHES)

12 1/2 - 15”

15” - 17”

Upper leg circumference: measure 10cm/4” above the center of the knee cup lower leg circumference: Measure at the widest part of the calf.

ME N ’ S EL BO W P ROTECTO RS
SIZE R A N G E
SIZE

S/M

L/XL

UPPER ARM (CM)

23 - 29

29 - 35

LOWER ARM (CM)

20 - 28

28 - 34

UPPER ARM (INCHES)

9” - 11 1/2

11 1/2 - 13 3/4

LOWER ARM (INCHES)

8” - 11”

11” - 13 1/2

Measure at the widest muscle circumference.
BION I C K N EE B R ACE
S IZ E R A N G E
SIZE

S

WIDTH (CM)

M

10.6 - 11.4

WIDTH (INCH)

4 -4
1/4

1/2

L

11.4 - 12.2
4 -4
1/2

XL

12.2 - 13.0
4 -5

3/4

3/4

13.0 - 13.8
5 1/4 - 5 1/2

1/4

Measure knee cup width at the center.

M E N ’ S K I D N EY B ELTS
S IZ E R A N G E
SIZE
WAIST (CM)
WAIST (INCHES)

YO UT H KIND EY B ELT S
SIZE RANGE
XS/L

XL/4XL

70 - 94

94 - 116

27 1/2 - 37”

37” - 45 1/2

WAIST - Measure around the natural waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.

SIZE

S/M

L/XL

YEARS

6-8

9 - 12

WAIST (CM)

60.5 - 70.5

70.5 - 80.5

WAIST (INCHES)

21 - 24

24 1/2 - 27 1/2

1/2

1/2

WAIST - Measure around the natural waist line, inline with the navel, keeping the tape horizontal.
F I T

G U I D E
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ME N’S
APPAR E L
SIZ E
CONV E RS I O N
TABL E

W OM E N’S
APPAR E L
SIZ E
CONV E RS I O N
TABL E

YOU T H’S
APPAR E L
SIZ E
CONV E RS I O N
TABL E

ME N’S
F OOT W E AR
SIZ E
CONV E RS I O N
TABL E

W OM E N’S
F OOT W E AR
SIZ E
CONV E RS I O N
TABL E

YOU T H’S
F OOT W E AR
SIZ E
CONV E RS I O N
TABL E
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F I T

EU RO S I ZE

40

42

I N TER N ATI O N AL S I Z E

44

XXS

46

XS

48

50

S

52

M

54

L

56

58

XL

60

2XL

62

64

3XL

4XL

U.S . S I Z E

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

U.S . PA N TS S I Z E

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

EU RO S I ZE

36

I N TER N ATI O N AL S I Z E

38
XXS

40
XS

42

44

46

M

S

L

48

50

XL

52

54

2XL

3XL

U.S . S I Z E

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

U.S . PA N TS S I Z E

22

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

SIZE

120

130

140

150

I N TER N ATI O N AL S I Z E

S

M

L

XL

U.S . S I Z E

22

24

26

28

Y EA R S

6

7-8

9-10

11-12

U.S . S I Z E

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

EU RO S I ZE

38

39

40.5

42

43

44.5

45.5

47

48

49.5

51

52

JPN SIZE

24

25

25.5

26.5

27.5

29

29.5

30.5

31.5

32.5

33.5

34.5

U.S . S I Z E

6

7

8

9

10

EU RO S I ZE

37

38

39

41

42

JPN SIZE

23

24

25

26

26.5

U.S . S I Z E

10

11

12

13

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

EU RO S I ZE

28

29

30.5

32

33

34

35.5

37

38

39

40.5

42

JPN SIZE

17.5

18.5

19.5

20

21

21.5

22.5

23

24

25

25.5

26.5

G U I D E

M

O

T

O

C

R

O

S

S

2

0

C

O

1

9

L

ALPINESTARS USA
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T

I

O
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ALPINESTARS EUROPE

2780 W. 237TH STREET,
TORRANCE, 90505
CALIFORNIA

5 VIALE FERMI,
ASOLO (TV) 31011
ITALY

PHONE +1 310 891 0222 / FAX +1 310 891 0299
ALPINESTARS.USA @ALPINESTARS.COM

PHONE +39 0423 5286 / FAX +39 0423 529 571
ALPINESTARS @ ALPINESTARS.COM
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